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Allen wins contest
over McNeill, Uhls

PhoiDI

~

ROBIN CONOVER

NEWLY ELECTED SGA PRESIDENT Eddie Allen tries to gain support
from a prospective voter. Allen defeated Incumbent president Chris
McNeill and Kevin Uhls In Wednesday's election.

SHANNON CHAMBERS, the winner In the SGA vice presidential election,
talks with TV-11 's Alllsa Pearson during his campaign Wednesday.

By KEVIN PATTON
Editor in Chief
Eddie Allen overcame the challenge
of an incumbent to cla im a comfor·
table victory i n Wednesday's Student
Government Association pr esidential
election.
Allen of F a ncy Farm claimed 44
percent of the vote in the three-ma n
race to capture the victory. Allen
received 628 votes and won a victory
in all six of the University's colleges.
Current SGA pr esident Chris
McNeill of Hickman, who was trying
to become only th e third person to be
reelected as president, finished second with 408 votes. Kevin Uhls of
Louisville r eceived 382 votes.
Allen said th e victory shows that
the students wanted a change in student government.
Allen said one of his rll'st duties as
president will be to meet with
McNeill to help provide a smooth
transition between presidents.
As promised in his campaign, one of
his first tasks will be lo establish a
SGA newsletter to be mailed to all
studentl:i, Allen said.
He said the newsletter would cost
S.GA about $80 a month to publish
ana mail, but since this year's money
has a lready been budgeted, Allen said
he is doubtful the newsletter will
make an appearance this year.
McNeill said he will continue to
serve on committees that he is on and
will remain the Student Regent until
July 1.
"I am disappointed that I am not going to be able to represent the
students next year," McNeill .said.
Gerry Davis of the Election Ways
and Means Committee said 1,433

students voted in Wednesday's elec·
tion. About 1,100 voted in last year's
election, with 1,600 voting in the
1986 election.
Sh annon Chambers of Benton. who
has had experien ce on the U Diversity
Center Board, defeated SGA
secretary Stephanie Stevens of •
Marion, lll., for SGA vice president .
Chambers received 770 votes to
Stevena' 586 votes. As vice president,
Chambers will serve as president of
UCB.
In the secretary's race, Jeff
Shepherd of South Fulton, Tenn.,
received 550 votes to win the threeman race. Lisa O'Nan of Henderson
finished second with 421 votes. Cindy
Jenkins of Louisville was a close third
with 418 votes.
SGA t reasurer Dana Shannon easi·
ly won a·eelection over Andy Jobs of
Murray. Shannon got 883 votes to
Jobs' 475 .
Twenty-five candidates hoped to
capture six senator-at-large positions
on SGA. Leigh Ann Hall of Dexter,
Mo., was the top vote-getter with 504
votes.
Rusty Shoults of Paducah was second with 470 votes. Kate Stevens of
Marlon,JU., was third with 389 votes.
Michelle Sauer of Henderson finished
fourth with 382 votes. Jenna Newton
of Fulton placed rtfth " 'ith 375 voles.
Vish Talwalkar of Lexington rounded
out the senator·at-large field with 374
votes.
Seventeen of the twenty-five
senator-at-large candidates received
more than 250 votes.
Two senators were elected from

See ELECTION
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Landscaping
rids campus
of eyesores
By TODD 0 . ROSS
News Ed1tor
In another attempt to beautify the ca.m pus,
the Murray State Physical Plant is building a
landscaping wall in front of the Applied
Sciences Building.
"It is a landscape architecture design for a
lawn problem in that area," said Wayne
Harper, associate director of the Physical
Plant for grounds maintenance.
Harper said t he grass has been worn down
and the dirt (which more often th an not is
mud) is an inconvenience not only for
pede!\trians but for carpets in th e buildings.
He also snid when t he weather is dry, t here is
a dust problem because of the bare patch.
" It really detracts from the mall development,'' Harper said. "The project is intended
to orient pedestrians. It is not a fence to keep
people out.
"The resl of the campus may look great," be
said, "but this is one problem that I've been
See EYESORES
Page 7

This suds for you

PhoiD by ROBIN CONOVER

ANNETTE CLAUD of Alpha Phi sorority washes a windshield during the sorority's carwash Friday In the
Hardee's parking lot.
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MURRAY STATE STAF F
s elect ed for Ex c ellence
Awards were Willie Kendrick,
Murray State regent; Adele
Perry, custodian In Elizabeth
Hall; James Overby, University
attorney; Billie Burton, coor·
dlnator of Adult Outreach;
University President Kala M.
Stroup; Glgl Dawson, administrative secretary tor the
College of Fine Arts and Com·
munlcatlons; Frank Gude,
c ustodian In Carr Health
Building; Patsy Watson, patrol
officer for Public Safety; and
James Williams, custodian in
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
Not pictured Is Martha Pitman,
administrative secretary In the
Office of Cooperative Educa·
t ion and Placement.
Photo by BRAD LAMB

\

Staff recognized for excellence
By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER

Assistant News Editor
Staff members at Murray
State who have distmguished
themselves were honored at the
third annual Staff Recognition
Ceremony Wednesday in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
According to Donna Herndon,
president of Staff Congress, not
only did staff membe•·s receive
pins and certificates for longevity in service, but eight recipients of President's Staff Excellence Awards were awarded
for their outstanding service to
the University.
Two Staff Excellence Awards

were given m each of four
categories as represented in
Staff Congresssecretarial/clerical, general,
physical plant and
executive/managerial/professional.
Staff members honored were:
Billie Burton, coordinator of the
Adult Outreach Program; Gigi
Dawson, administrative
secretary to the dean of the College of Fine Arts and Com·
mumcation; Frank Gude, custodian in Carr Health Building;
James Overby, University attorney; Adele Perry, custodian
in Elizabeth Hall; Martha Pit·
man, administrative secretary
in the Office of Cooperative

Education and Placement; Patsy Watson, officer in the
Department of Public Safety;
and James Williams, custodian
in Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Each was presented a $500
cash award through a progr·am
established by the Board of
Regents in 1986. The presentations were made by President
Kala M. Stroup and board
member Willie Kendrick of
Hopkinsville.
One of the award winners
planned to have a good time
with the award money. "I'm going to do something fun with it,
I just haven't decided what,"
Dawson said. "I was extremely

flattered by the award. I feel cess to nominate someone is an
easy one to complete.
great about it."
Another winner also planned
"There are nomination forms
to have some fun with her available for a specific period of
award money. "My daughter time," she said. "Nominations
and I are going to fly to Col- can be made by students, faculorado to visit some dear ty Ol' other staff members.
friends," Bur ton said. "It was Basically, anyone can make
certainly a wonderful thing to nominations. More than 150
have happen."
nomination forms were submit·
ted for the eight awards."
Burton said she was excited to
find out she'd won the award. "I
Herndon said the award win·
wM thrilled to death, and pleas- ners were chosen by a commit·
ed, and excited," Burton said. "I tee selection process. "There
never won an award in my life. are four committees that screen
Whenever I was asked to fill out nominations and identify the
something that asked for top five competitors," Herndon
awards and honors, I never had said. "Then another committee
anything to put down."
chose the top two in each
According to Herndon the pro· category."

Academic team boasts
brain power, 11-3 record
By LEIGH ANN AKIN
Staff Writer

Several Murray State
students are working out.
developing the1r speed and
reflexes and learning to compete with the ability they were
born with - mental ability that
is.

The Murray State academic
team improved its record for the
year to 11-3 with a victory over
Austin Peay University in
Clarksville, Tenn., on Mar. 9.
Casey Moore, president of the
Academic Team Association,
said that the team is made up of
eight members but only four actually compete. She said the
team substitutes members
much like a basketball team.
The eight member team that
competed against two Austin
Peay teams consisted of Maronda Dockery, ' Elizabethtown;
Keith Gargus, Mayfield; Rick
Marshall, Henderson, Lori
Mason , Bardwell; Steve
Morgan , Paducah , Alvin
Stuckenburg, Paducah; Chad
Peyton, Kevil; and Aaron
Sullivan, Wickliffe.

Dr. Gordon Loberger, team
coach, said that Murray State
divides itself into two teams.
These teams won matches
decisively against each of the
Austin PeaY, teams.
Following the small rounds,
Murray State was victorious in
a final round with all students
from both universities
participating.
"Our students showed both
breadth and depth and I was
proud of their performance,"
said Loberger, an associate professor in English.
Loberger said that the people
at Austin Peay were very
suprised at the strength of the
Murray State team because
some of the team had to pass up
the trip because of mid-term
examinations.
Members of the team who
were absent from the trip were:
Casey Moore, Marion; Tim Barton, Lynnville; Katherine
Hruska, Louisville ; Lee
Sanders, LouisviUe; and Sally
McKenney, Marion.
"In practice, we work on
specific information but we also

sharpen our reflex skills,"
Lobe1·ger said. "Knowing the
question is only part of it, an·
ticipation is the way we have
beaten several teams."
He said the times the team
has lost were a result of one or
two questions at the most
Moore said the academic
teams are being based on the
old televison competition game
show called College Bowl. She
said Murray State's program
was developed for the Kentucky
Educational Television's
Scholastic Challenge.
·•It is like a sporting__event,"
Moore said, "but instead of using athletic ability to compete
we use mental ability."

Loberger said that the
University is now recognizing
students for their academic
ability as well as their athletic
ability.

Photo by MARK COOPER

"We don't get the cheering DR. GORDON LOBERGER, coach of the academic team, directs a
crowds but we do what we are practice round for team members, clockwise from left, Aaron
here at college for and that is to Sullivan, sophomore from Wickliffe; Keith Gargus, freshman
develop our intellectual skills," from Mayfield; Kathleen Hruska, sophomore from Louisville; and
Lee Sanders, freshman from Metropolis, Ill.
Loberger said.
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Yolanda King to speak
'--------------~ on challenge of future
WORLD VIEW

1

Legislators kill succession

students who might need
motivation when planning their
Assistant News Editor
futures.
"It is a program designed to
Writer and actress. Yolanda
,King, the oldest daughter of the work with minority students in
late civil rights leader Dr. Mar- grades seven through 10,"
tin Luther King Jr., and Caret- Torian said. "What we do is prota Scott King, will present a lec- vide workshops and seminars
ture titled "The Challenge to with various activities to make
Insure the Future" in the them aware of the value of a colRobert E. Johnson Theatre, lege education."
Saturday, April 16, at 5 p.m.
Cynthia Lanier, director of
Minority Student Affairs, said
The lecture is sponsored by she expects a fairly large crowd
the Governor's Minority Stu- because of interested people in
dent College Preparation Pro- the region.
gram, the Office of Minority
"More than likely our auStudent Affairs and the Univer·
dience will be West Ken·
sity Center Board.
tuckians because it is open to
"Ms. King decided at an early the public," Lanier said.
age that she would commit her
Lanier said King's versatility
talents in service to humanity, will make her an interesting
but she bus combined these pur- speaker because she will be able
suits with her active involve- to share her personal exment in social change," said periences with the audience.
Odelsia Torian, coordinator of
"Apparently she's involved
the Governor's Minority Stuwith
many people who are acdent College Preparation
tively involved with cultural
Program.
change," I,.anier said. "And I'm
Torian said .her program was sure she will speak some about
designed to aid young minority her father."
By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER

FRANKFORT, Ky. - As state legislators prepared to reconvene
for a vote on Governor Wallace Wilkinson's vetoes. senate
democratic leader~ reaffirmed the belief that the succession
amendment favored by the governor would not be revived.
The consensus of most senators iR that it is not the right time for
the amendment to be discussed and they do not appreciate the ex·
tensive bard-sell approach some of Wilkinson's supporters are
taking.
Although his supporters launched a statewide lobbying effort
this week in hopes that the Senate would bring the proposed
amendment for a vote before the session ends, the governor 1:1eems
to have given up on the amendment for the time being.
Wilkinson announced last week that he had given up trying to
revive the succession amendment and his aides insist that he has
not intervened on the matter. Story courtesy of The Courier·
Journal.
'

Marine slain in Panama
WASHINGTON - A Mal'ine investigating an intrusion into a
petroleum storage area near a U.S. military base in Panama was
shot and killed by fellow Marines according to a report from the
Pentagon.
Corporal Ricardo Villahermosa, 25, was checking reports that
members of the Panama Defense Forces were in an area which has
been subject to several intrusions recently.
Security forces patrolling the area split up and were in the process of trying to rejoin when a trip flare was set off. Two members
of the patrol thought it was gunf~re and opened fire, fatally wounding Villahermosa.
Villahermosa was a member of the regiment sent from Camp Le·
Jeune, N.C., to Panama last week to beef up security. Story
courtesy of The Courier-Journal.

Pathologists and the American
Societ~ for Medical

Staff Writer

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Western Kentucky University president Kern Alexander announced his decision to accept a
preRtigious profesROrship at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University in Blacksburg, saying the offer was too good to
pass.
Alexande.r is leaving in the midst of the cooling controversy over
his attempt to reorganize student publications. His proposals were
denounced and labeled as censorsh1p by many, earning him ext.en·
sive national media attention.
Alexander, who has served as president of WKU for 2 1/2 years,
plans to stay there until the board can choose his replacement.
Story courtesy of The Courier-Journal.

She also serves as director of
the Cultural Affairs Program of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
Center for Nonviolent Social
Change in Atlanta, Ga., the official national memorial to her ,
father.
King's publications include
JiOrtions of the Teachers' Guides
to Television and a regular col·
umn for Black Family
magazine.
She earned her bachelor's
degree with honors in theatre
and African-American studies
at Smith College and her
master s degree in fine arts at
New York University.

University observes National Lab Week
By CATHY COPE

Alexander leaves WKU

King is the co-director of
NUCLEUS, a company of per·
forming artists dedicated to
"promoting positive energy
through the arts." She was a
founding member of Christian
Theatre Artists and has performed in several moVles and
plays, including King and
Hopscotch.

National Lab Week began approximately five years ago to in·
crease the community
awareness of people in the field
of medical ~echnology.
The week started Sunday and
will last through Saturday. The
theme is "I'm Working for Your
Good Health."

Technology," said Kathy Morris, director of Medical
Laboratory Technology for the
associate degree program.
"The purpose is to honor and
recognize people in medical
technology," she said.

"It is to make people aware of
the critical job that these people
"It is nationally recognized by C,medical technologists) do as far
several organizations such as helping doctor' s diagnose
the American Society for Clinic diseases," Morris said.

Students can obtain two
degrees in medical technology,
Morris said. Students earning a
two-year associate degr~ are
called medical technicians.
Medical technologists must
earn a bachelor's degree and
pass a rigorous national exam,
Morris said.
"At Murray, we have around
12 students in the associate
degree program and less than
20 in the bachelor's program,"
Morris said . " And there is o
Medical Technology club on
campus."

•.•.•.•.•·-· ·-······-·-·····-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· ·-···········•.•.•• •.•.••·.·-·-·-··· ·.··.··-··-··-·-•.•.•.•.•.•.••.·.·.

INCREDIBLE!!
The Leading Edge
Model"D"

.

Full IBM
Compatibility

The best pizza in town.

r/thti!J.Jt--1,

2 Medium Samplers
or

"Your Choice of Toppings"
Only

I

2(M8 Hmi })rll.e
Version now available

TWIN spreadsheet
the 1-2·3

$ 1395.00

CREDIBLE

look-alike
now available
for $145

$11.99

Original Crust

Good today through Monday, April 15-18
Every Monday Night...

EXOTIC PIZZA BUFFET!
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT $3. 59
THIS WEEK'S NEW ITEM-

TACO PIZZAwith
Health Pizza

fresh tomatos and lettuce
Also featuring our past favorites:
5-Type Cheese
Pinapple & Coconut

Graduates asked to play
game of 'Give and Take'
You have just spent the past four
years giving every penny you have
to Murray State for tuition, room
and board, books and various other
expenses. You have finally earned
your degree., you are financially
broke, and you are ready to get out
of this institution and begin making
a 1·eal salary.
The last thing you should be expected to do is make a donation to
the University Foundation. Right?
Wrong!
·
For several reasons, every
graduating senior should feel the
obligation - as well as the desjre to p~ticipate in the Foundation's
~enior Pledge Program, which ends
next Friday.
As Nan Kehrer, coordinator of the
program, said, "The value of a
degree in 1988 is only \\'Ortb how
much alumni support Murray State
has in order to stay at its margin of
excellence in the future."
And as funding for higher educa
tion degenerates year after year on
both the state and national levels, it

FEEDBACK- -

Writer addresses
new SGJ\, UCB

has become more and more
necessary for colleges and universities to look to their alumni for
financial support. Murray State is
no exception.
In fact, it wou1d be virtually impossible to run the University
without the private dollars from our
alumni. Their donations go to all
areas of the institution.
Perhaps most important, it is only
fair that you give something back to
the institution which has given so
much to you.
Not only bas the University provided you with the obvious benefits,
such as an education and the opportunity to be successful in a careeroriented world, but it has gjven to
you financially il} many ways.
For example, hundreds of students
receive thousands of dollars in
academic and athletic scholarship
monies from Munay State annually.
And many students are able to help
finance their education through the
University's work/study program,
which costs thousands of dollars in
wages each year.

Also, because of the support from
its alumni, ~urray State has been
able to keep its tuition and fees
down to a minimum cost, thus help·
ing every student.
It is our responsibility to make it
possible for these programs and ser·
vices to continue. And the time to
begin is now!
The Senior Pledge Program en·
cournges donations of only $100, and
contributors can choose whether
they want to pledge the amount on a

Non-traditional student relates experience
with routine o·f studies, work, family

I know this guy who is a student. at
To the Edttor·
Munay State University, a senior,
As a concerned citizen and a student of who drives to Mw·ray every day from
pollttcal hislory, I listened intently to
Paducah, Kentucky, puts in a full -load
By
the debate and dJSCURsion during this
of :-;chool work every day. drives back
year's student government campaign.
Mike
to Paducah. changes clothes, puts in a
Many candidates advanced interesting
full eight hours of work. leaves at mid·
Powell
ideas and propOSfllS for fighting that
night, goes home, sludies until about 1
perpetual tenant, student apathy.
or 2 a.m.. goes to bed, then starts this
I hope the ideas will not be forgotten as
routine all over again.
empty election rhetoric. and that, as our
He does this all for the sake of learn- 'importance to me. I am speaking of
leaders for the 1988 89 school year con·
ing something which will help him in time with my family.
vene, they will make a conscientious efAh yes. my family.
finding-a niche in the real world, as
fort to can-y through on these proposals.
I'm not talking about mom and dad
well as giving him a field that he can
I challenge the Student Government
or adult relations. I am speaking of my
honestly ·call a career.
Association and the University Center
Well, the guy isn't Superman- not wife and my two little delinquents,
Board to make an eiTort to bridge the gap
by any stretch of the imagination. But er...uh, my children, I mean.
between themselves and their fellow
Ah yes .... I remember them well.
he does have a drive that. is hard to imstudents. It is their J'esponsibility, not ' agine a guy his age having. He is 33
It seems so very long ago. Actually,
ours, to set an agenda and to motivate us
it has only been since the fall 1987
years old! Can you believe that?
lo back them.
semester,
but. hey, it feels like forever
Like I said, I know this guy. I know
A student government post has
to me!
h1m
well.
lf
you're
asking
yourself
lremendous rewards - in pubhc acclaim
Jam ru!lhing in and out so much that
right now, "How well does he know
and private esteem - and looks wonder
being at our house on any given day of
th1s
person?",
well,
trust
me,
I
know
ful on a resume. However, although the
the week, one would think that he was
him really well.
awards of public service make it a most
in JFK International Airport trying to
I
am
the
guy
honot·able pt·ofcssion, there are
board the 8 a.m. shuttle into New York
Being your basic non-traditional stu drawbacks. Hard work, responsibility
City.
l whiz by on my way out the front
dent, I find that the return to college
and a general concern for their fellow
door \vith book satchel over my arm,
life
can
take
much
time
out
of
anyone's
students are all things that the officers
blowmg kisses to my kids, my wife,
life, traditional or non-traditional.
elected Wednesday should keep in mind.
and occasionally the next door
To begin with, the shock of re·
Sincerely,
neighbor, who is SO-something years
entering college was bad enough, but,
David Ramey
old.
then ( cam€' face to face with ,t horror I
Junior. Louisnlle
I've noticed that she does seem more
thought I bad put behmd me yeru·s
friendly these days.
ago. I am referring, of cours(•, to
I then speed to school, sit through my
studying!
classes, wolf down lunch (or something
It reured its ugly head from the mo·
that resembles itl, speed back home
ment my clas~es began and continues
and go to work.
to follow me, no matLer how 1 try to ig·
"Work" is one of the major factors in
nore it. Ye~. the amount of work is
this bad situation comedy. I know this
Ill Wil~<>n 11811
amazing, and the homs disappear
may come as a shock to some of you,
2609 Uni\·~r·il~ ~latlon
faster than the money I make at. work,
l\furr10y Sratl' Unlv.. r,IL)
but some of us do need money to go to
1\lurray. Ky. 42071
but. all in all, everyone has been
school- money that we can't get from
78:1-4411! 762-14711
understanding.
the ever-present parents or a
As I wa:'l saying, there is so much to benevolent loan institution.
Kevin Patton, editor in chil'f
I was fot·tunate to get a loan, but I
do in the way of studying, being at the
Lisa JackBon, senior f'ditor
have
to pay it back. There is always a
various
classes
and
their
attendant
Todd Ross, news editor
labs and attending other associated ac· catch somehow
Angle Wat~on, camplllllife editor
Adjusting to all of this has been
tivities, that there is not much time
Cathy Davenport, viewpoint editor
Richard Todd, ~ports editor
left over fot· something that is of equal hard 1 don't ever get to see the wife

NiWS

three-year plan or on a five-year
plan.
Either way, you are only required
to pledge $10 the first year.
So think about it. What can $10
buy?
Two trips to the movies. A medium
pizza. A cassette tape. An album.
Twenty soft drinks.
Or the opportunity to help make
sure your alma mater remains at the
level of excellence at which it currently stands.

and kids as often as I used to, which
may be a bles!'ling for them.
So I try to make the time that. I do
!lee them (God. I hate this phrase)
"quality time.''
My little family has adapted well so
far, or at least I think they have. My
children have learned to call me "Dad ·
dy" and not "Mr. Man." 1 thought that
was cute for a while, bul it got old fast.
They have workl'd themselves up to
being vaguely obedient when I tell
them to do something now. Before, I
got the "you're not my daddy .... are
you?" routine from them. Now they
are only too happy to mind, that is. us
long as money changes hands.
My wife is handling things fairly
well. It iH justr as much of a <:acrifice fot
her as it. is for me. She is the one who is
stuck with having to watch ou1·
precocious twosome, keeping up the
hou!'le, fending off bill collectors who
all want to know where ''Mr. Powell''
is, and putting in her eight hours at
work.
I'm fortunate to have a family that
believes in me and what I am trying to
achieve.
They know that I am not just doing
this for me, but also ror them. That
fuels the drive ju.-•t a little more. It
gives me the impetus that I need lo
carJ·y on.
Just when I feel that I have had
enough and want to walk away from it
all. my little boy comes up to me, pats
me on the arm, and says "Don't worry,
Daddy. When I gt·ow up. I'll help you
with your homework."
I laugh and think, "Isn't that sweet,
ha ha ha, cute little guy." Then I stop
and think that there may be more
truth to that statement than meets the
eye. At. the current rate I'm going, he
may be helping me with my
homework.
God. that's a scary thought!
Oh well, from the mouths of babes,
etc. etc. etc.
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Task force a.ddresses parking
Editor
The Murray State parking
task force completed its asseRS·
ment of University parking
needs and submitted its report
to Dr. Bob Ramsey, interim vice
president for finance and ad·
ministrative services, March

---·-

Recommendgtlons

By TODD 0 . ROSS
News

31.

Ramsey appointed the committee last fall with instructions to examine t he campus
parking conditions and offer
recommendations which would
be passed on to University
President Kala M. Stroup.
The members of the task force
are Dr. Olive Muscio, associate
profes~or of chemistry; Eddie
Allen, Student Government
Association rept·esentative;
Gordon Burris . custodial
foreman at the Physical Plant;
Ed West , director of the
Physical Plant; Joe Green,
director of the Department of
Public,Safety; und John Fitzgib·
bon, director of purchasing and
general services.
The task force looked at
several aspects of campus parking including the quantity of
parking, quality of parking,
s ecur i ty and lighting .
pedestrian access, fee increases
and permit5'.
The task force said in its
report that the number of cam·
pus parking spaces available is
satisfactory and comparable to
the nun1bers at Morehead State
University, Southeast Missouri
State Un iver sity and t he
U ni vers i ty of Tennessee Martin.
These universities were used
as comparisons because of their
proximity and similarity in size
to Murray State.

1) Enlarging parking loi after

15) Security phone. along path
Doran Houae is rated.
from Stewart Stadium to
2) ~going number of red
dorms.
sone. designated for
C) Upgrade gravel lot& and pave
them in long tann.
commuters.
S) Rezoning and creation of
'1) Eliminate dead enda in lot
loading zone in front of new
next to Melt Shoppe.
Public: Safety lite on 16th
8) EnlallPng handicap aone. in
Street.
lot weet of Busioeea Bldg.
4) Ral~ting volleyball c:ourta 8) Conairucting sidewalk•
next to Winslow to allow 010re along Calloway and
parkiDg tpaeee.
Hamilton •venuei

One recommendation that
will probably receive immediate attention, said Fitzgibbon, is the drive-through a rea
on 16th Street west of t he new
Public Safety office.
The task force recommended
the creation of a loading zone, a
~pace for a Public Safety vehicle
.and three or four 20-minute
temporary parking spaces for
tht: remainder of the area.
"We assigned some priorities
to certain items in the report,''
Fitzgibbon said. "Certain ones
like the change of zones in front
of the TRIO and Public Safety
facilities will be implemented
early on. There is a need to do
that for the upcoming summer
sessions."
According to the report., t.he
Martha Layne Collins Center
for Industry and Technology
will provide 100·150 more par~
ing spaces, ''but the net gam
will only be 20 to 30 spaces
because of the loss of parking
when the pedestrian man (west
of the Applied Sciences
Building) is completed."
The par king lot at 16th Street
and Hamilton Avenue v;ill be

enlarged after the Doran House
is razed.
In the parking lot behind the
Christian Youth Center on
Olive Street, a number of parking designations would be
reassigned for commuters (red
decals) and faculty and staff
(blue decals).
The volleyball courts west of
Winslow Cafeteria could be
relocated to the intramural
field or the Hester Hall area
which would create an 80-space
lot west of Winslow. Cost for
this is estimated at
$85,000-$100,000.
Other task force recommenda·
tions include:
• Installing emergency phone
boxes from Stewart Stadium to
the dorm complex. Approximately six phones would be installed with an estimated cost of
no more than $7.500.
• Upgrading the gravel lots on
the west side of 16th Street with
the intention of paving them
within the next five years.
• Eliminating dead end situations in lots such as the one
next to the Melt Shoppe.

I.

I

J

Murray State
University
Parking
Task Force
Graphic: by TODD ROSS

• Widening of handicapped
spaces in the lot west of the
Business and Public Affairs
Building from seven feet to nine
feet.
• Constructing sidewalks along

Calloway and Hamilton
avenues to insure pedestrian
l'lafety.
• Increasing the parking pel'
mit fee to $10 starting with the
1989-90 yeal'.

'Brenda 's
'13eauty Sa{on ~,.,.
Uncle Jeff's Shopplnl · Center
South 12th. St.
753 - 4582

First
Alpha Gamma Delta
Golf Classic

r····--------··-----··----·--··--·~
WITH T IDS COUPON

0
-G

0

Three Man Scramble
~day, April29

Earn up to $7 an hour.
We need 20 money motivated Individuals
for exciting new local promotion. Full or
part time, days or evenings, all welcome.
No experience necessary, we train. Clear
speaking voice and good reading ability a
must. Apply now for Immediate work.
Southside Shopping Center, South 12th
Street, Suite 103, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Entry forms available at
Curris Center Information Desk
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PRESIDENT
Eddie Allen
628
Kevin Uhls
382
Chris McNeill
408
VICE PRESIDENT
Shannon Chambers
770
Stephanie Stephens
586
SECRETARY
Jeff Shepherd
550
421
LlsaO'Nan
418
Cindy Jenkins
TREASURER
Dana Shannon
883
475
Andy Jobs
SENATOR·AT·LARGE
Jenna Newton
375
Leigh Ann Hall
504
David Csrroll
232
Eddie Phelps
369
John Zinobile
316
Michelle Sauer
382
Frankie Pierce
240
268
Jon Whetsell
274
Jim Futrell
347
Lisa Blandford
Missy DeMoss
302
'
Russell
•Rusty• Shoulta 47 0

Thomas Hatton

213 Christl Perry

255
AShley He$l8r
Girtger Smith
253
Heidi Holman
258
173
JanaDavis
389
Kate Stephens
133
Jerome Wilson
193
Scott Bogatd
Dena Scearce
213
Jimmie O'Oontey
266
374
Vish Talwalker
John Hayden
252
215
Cathy Sweeney
FINE ARTS &
COMMUNICATION
Trlcia Toye
85
Anne Haynje
108
Steven Johnson
109
EDUCATION
Rob Carroll
55
Allison Finley
57
Wendy Galloway
98
37
Robin Mathis
HUMANISTIC STUDIES
Matt Brooks
72
57
Ron Kohlenberger

.

POLICE BFAT

78

1NDUSTRY &
TECHNOlOGY
JulieTumer
96
Joelle Hartz
69
140
Pokey Miller
Jeff Lofgren
95
BUSINESS
& PUBLIC AFFAIRS
182
Dana Cox
Jim Ray
129
106
Russ Milton
Amy Long
103
23
Juan Carey
Alan Humphries
49
126
Michael J. Papa
SCIENCE
Hugh Houston
Huong Oint}
BiU Pruden
Jeff Waters
Mark Waldrop
Robert Lyons
Heath Brown
Scott Watkins

April 5
Two female students reported
a male exposing himself in the
north drive of Woods Hall.

April 6
Timothy Penrod reported a
theft from his truck which oc·
curred on March 3.

April 7
Peter Tynan of Room 237
Woods Hall was arrested on a
charge of second degree
burglary. He allegedly broke in·
t.o Room 319 Franklin HaiL

47
163
27
28
58
50
53
52

Larry RobertH of Room 319
Franklin Hall was arrested on a
charge of possession of mari·
juana. The Aforementioned
Tynan allegedly broke into his
room.

____
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Continued from Page 1
each of the six colleges. Allison
Finley of Owensboro and Wen·
dy Galloway ofHenderson were
elected from the College of
Education.

AprillO
.A video company reported

New Johnsonville, Tenn., and
Pokey Miller of Marion. Ill..
were elected.

race. Mark Waldrop of Mun·ay
edged six others to clmm the
other senator spot in that
college.

Anne Haynie of Benton and
Steven Johnson of Owen~boro
finished in a t.ie to earn the
Matt Bt·ooks of Anna, Ill., and senator seats in the College of
Christi Perry were elected from Fine Arts and CommunicatiOn.
the College of Humanistic
Studies.
Huong Dinh of Murray finishIn the College oflndustry and ed atop the eight man field in
1'echnology, Julie Turner of the College of Science senator

In the College of Busine~s and
Public Affairs, Dana Cox of
Frankfort and Jim Ray of
Louisville, led the field of !'leven
to capture the senator positions.
The new SGA offict?rs and
senators will take their posi·
tions next Wednesday.

We reach new
students like no
one else.
i ,,, '

ft.ltil

I

l.V

::-;: II<

()

In regard to the previous theft
fn>m the truck. Capt. Carl Mar·
tin of the University Depart·
ment of Public Safety said that
Penrod's stolen items were
recovered. but because he did
not t·eport the theft, it
prevented the quick return of
the goods.
Martin said students need to
report thefts as soon as they
happen and should label all
their valuableR. He said Public
Safety has engravers available
for students to mark their
valuables.
Information for this report
was obtained (rom Capt. Carl
Marlin of the University Depart·
ment of Public Safety. Anyone
who sees a crime or has in(orma·
lion regarding onE' should phone
the Department of Public Safety
at 762·2701.

COUNSELORS WANTED
Trim-down physical

ntness coed

NYS ovemlght camp. All spot"
WSSI's, theater, crofts. plano.
donee. aerObics. computers.
needlectort. welghl lrorN'lg.

Nc·l\.'
~;rr:~llllt·r

damage to a video machine in
the Clark Hall billiard room.

1','.1 " '

kitchen. camp Shone.
Femdole. N.Y. 12734 Tel. (914)
2Q'M)45

MARINA POCKHANP
c

Bi>He

Air Conditioner Service

Tubby®s
_T!!!bo D~li v~t~y

offer good until Apri130

Price includes:
..Ch arged air
..Up to 21 lbs. of freon
..Diagnose system leak check
5 Poittts
753-3571

Marine Corps Employment For
Women
Women graduating in December of 1988
and May 1989 - 10 week summer internship
guarantees option for full - time
employment after graduation. Sa laries start
in the $20 ' s and increase rapidly.
Full
benefit package is i ncluded . Career Fields
include : Financial Management, Aviation,
Supply, Publ~c Affairs, Data Processing,
Military Police, Communications, and many
more. For moare information with no
obligation call collect :
lSTLT D' I ORIO at
(502) 429-5042
Officer Selection Of ficer

We 'er looking for a
woman!

few good

Rivers. l(y.

YolK fresh and delicious Tubby's ssndwich
wRI come hot 1o your doer at no charge!

Spring Special

$15

-summer Only·

Must hove soling e)(pellence.
Apply In personotKentvcky
Lake Salls. Hwy. 453 Grand

Between K· M•rt

•nd R..dmore

r--

- - v ALUABLE COUPON - - - - ..

I Buy One* Get One FREE! I
I
Buy any whole sub of your choice, I
I receive an Identical sub of equal or I
I
lesser value FREE.
I
I Not valid wilh any other couponfExcludes Party Subs I
I Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
I
I
North 12th St.
I
Expires 4/23/88
I Tubby's -A-. ~,.,.
753-5095
I

--·-~~:W.O.,.-

r----

--------..

Make it a JUMBO Sandwich - 50% More MeaVSOo/o

More Cheese. Half Sub add soe; Whole Sub add $1.

salary & room /board In
ccrnps for disabled
persons. Need camp
counselors, lifeguards
and specialists In food
service. horseback riding,
canoeing & nature study
In beou1iful Blue Ridge
Mountains or near Eastern
Shore. Espocla fly need
counselors to work with
male campers. Great life
experience for all
students. fOf CXlY future
careerll Training
provided. Apply by April
30 to CAMP EASTER SEAL
P.O. Box 5496. Roanoke.
VA24:l12,
(703) 362-1656.
Natlonal Marketing

Company

Lookln1 far abilloi&S Jr. $1., or Orad
Sllldcnl to maDIIIO promoUOIII 011-ciiiTiplll

lhll fait. EamJn& poiCIIIlal up SS,OOO.
Flalblc pan..limo booan. Call Rand! or
Dee I I (IOO)S29-llll

VALUABLE COUPON - - - - ·

I Buy One* Get One FREE!
I
Buy any. half sub of your choice,
I receive an Identical sub of equal or
I
lesser value FREE.
II Not valid with any other couponf Excludes Party Subs

I
I
I
I
I
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center I
North 12th St.
I

I
I Expires 4123188
753-5095
Tubby's _)..\,_ s..• I
L
----------·-~~:W.O.,.
Hours: Sunday · Thursday 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 10:30 a.m.-Midnight

Help Wanted
Phone Operator * Mail
Clerk • Receptionist
Requires some filing and
light bookkeeping.
For information call:
753·8914 or 759·9750
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Alumni theme honors
•
stars 1n MSU shield
''H o pe, En d ea vor and
Achicwment : Celebrating the
Stars in MutTav State University's Shield'' will be lhe theme
for Alumni Weekend on April
29-30.
'!'he traditional alumni ban·
quet, scheduled at 7 p.m. April
30 in the Curris Center
ballroom, will feature the
recognition of three
Distinguished Alumnus Award
recipients and announcement of
the 1988 Distinguished Professor of the Year,
Receiving Distinguished
Alumnus Awards will be Dr.
Douglas Harris of Miami, vice
president and secretary of
Knight-Riddcr Tnc.; Dr. Wanda
Durret Bigham, Davenport,
Iowa, president ofMaycrest Col·
lege; and Dr. Franklin Miller,
Little Rock, Ark .. professor and
chairman of the department of
obsterics and gynecology at the
Univer&ity of Arkansas.
The second annual Golden
Horseshoe Awards will al~o be
presented at the dinneL
Established in 1987, the honor
recognizes the service of
dedicated alumni who have had
responsible po~itions and contributed to the excellence of the
University and the Alumni
As:;ociation
Winners of the 1988 Golden
Horseshoe Awards will be
James William Carneal of
Owensboro, 1940, retired senior
vice president of Texas Gas and
1967-68 president of the
Univer~ity Alumni A:-sociution:
Lochie Hart of Murray, 1932

Alumni Weekend Schedule
April 28

April 29

"An Evening at the Opera" featuring the MSU
Opera Wori<shop - 8 p.m. Annex recital hall,
Fine Arts Building. No admission charge.
Blue-Gold football scrimmage • 7:30 p.m.,
Roy Stewart Stadium. Admission • canned
goods or other Needline donations.
Emeritus Club luncheon - 11 :30 a.m.
ROTC open house - 6·7 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium. Equipment displays, rappelling.

April 30

ROTC open house- 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Alumni banquet and awards ceremonies - 7
p.m .• Curris Center Ballroom.GTaphic byTODDRoss

and 1943, retired t eacher and
secretary of Alumni Association
from 1935-48; and George
Sheridan of Marco Island, F la.,
1947, retired president of
Cuyahoga Fa lls (Ohio) Steel
and member of the University
Foundation Board of Trustees.
Other Golden Horseshoe win·
ncrs are Dr Richard Stout of
Murray, 1960. allergist and
past president of Racer Club;
and Harry Lee Watarfield of
Frankfort, 1932, insurance ex·
ccutive, former lieutenant
governor of Kentucky and
chairman of the Foundation
Board of Trustees.
A rc<"eption to honor the eight
award winners, sponsorl.'d by
lllll Student Alumni Associa·
tion, will' be, prior to the banquet at 6 p.m. in the mid-level

lounge of the Cur r is Center .
New officers and executive
coun cil members of the Alumni
Association will be installed at
t he conclusion of the ba nquet
program.
Members of the class of 1938
will be honored at the Emedtus
Club luncheon to begin at 11:30
a.rn. April 29 in the Cu,·r is
Center ballroom. 'l'he Emeritus
Club is made up of Murray
State alumni who ha\'e
celebrated the 50th anniversary
of their· graduation.
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, said reservtions
for the alumni banquet are
$8.50 per plate and $7 per plate
for the E meritus Club luncheon
and 1:1hould be made in the Of·
fico of Alumni Affairs no Inter
than April 27.

Equestrian team wins honors
in Intercollegiate Horse Show
The Murray State
equestrian learn was named
the champion stock seat teum
ut lhe Intercollegiate Horse
Show Association region six
championships Sunday.
The reserve champion team
was Westt•rn Kentucky
Unh·crsity, champion hunt
seat team was Midway College, and reserve champion
hunt seat team was Western
Kentucky University.
Murray State and Midway
College will now compete at

the National Championships
in their divisions nt Lauren·
burg, North Carolina, 1\Inv
5-8.
•
Individual awards went to
Darr en Broster, senior ,
Booneville, Ind.; and Debbie
Gabbard, senior, Mut·ray.
Oth~•· Murray State win·
ners included: Helen Mayer,
fr esh man, Tolla nd, Conn.:
Brock Atwill, senior, Kennitt,
Mo.; Yvette Whitfield, senior,
Carbondale, Ill.; and Todd
Cooper, sophomore, Marion,
Ohio.

Eyesores----------------------c ontinued from Page 1
the Physical P lant is burying
wanting to get to for a long new computer and phone cable

wires from t he Business and
time.''
Public Affairs Building to
The wall will be built to allow Sparks Hall.
·
pockets in the fence for plants
The 8 -year-old cables were
and flowers, Harper said.
rotten and had to be replaced
The landscaping for that one because of the rain over
area in front of the Applied Christmas break, said Jim
Sciences Building will cost less Deboer, director of computer
thnn $2,000 and will probably and information services.
The Physical Plant is burying
be completed within the month,
the
cables and increasing the
Harper said.
computer and telephone capaciA similar landRCnping project ty from the Business Building
is planned for· the . southwest to Spark:; Hall, he said.
col'nel' of Lovett Auditorium
"They are putting the cablcll
where there is a bare patch, and in conduits to prevent them
a plant bed will probably be put from being cut if any digging is
in at the southwest corner oft he done over there," Deboer said.
Cunis Center. The5e projects "Thnt was what originally hap·
wiJI be completed within the pened. They wet·e cut several
yeat·, Harper ~aid.
years ago and it took them eight
In other activity on campus. years to rot out."

PIGGLY
WIGGLY
"The Orginal American Supermarket"
Cream Pies
Chocolate, Lemon,
Coconut
$2.99each

Piggly Wiggly
Tea Bags

Apple Fritters
A g reat breakfast treat !
3 for 99¢

Broccoli
-One fresh , large
bunch for 89¢

Prairie Farms
Ice Cream or Sherbert
$1.59 for 1/2 gal.

lOOct.
$1 .79

South 12th and Glendale
753-%16
Store Hours:
Open 7 a.m. to Midnight
7 days a week

I

Weight Watchers
yogurt
(All flavors)
Boz. 2 for Sl

......

TAN AT THE TROPICS TANNING SALON

4 Sessions
10 Sessions

tor $11
tor $27

,----------------------------------·
~
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Field Marketing Assistant,
Summer Program Promoting
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Hall

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS ON OUR DOORS
nRST.
Wingin ' it

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

MARTY WELCH, a functional design graduate student f rom Louisville, catches a couple of glider
planes In the quad during the warm weather.

Staff leaders propose
work benefit options
By JENNA NEWTON
Editor
Murray State's Staff Congress
has proposed soml.' possible
benefit options to gain addi·
tiona I compensation without actual wage increases.
Assistant News

The lack of revenue in the
Commonwealth" needed to provide money for salary and wage
increases has been the subject
of considerable discussion in the
StafT Con~ess.
In light of the situation, the
congress, with the help of the
insurance and benefits commit·
tee, has put together a list of
possible benefits that could help
to offset the loss of an actual
wage inca·ease.

far in offsetting the impact of
the less-than-adaquale pay
raise that is expected for the
1988-90 biennium.
The benefit options include:
• Sick days - 1. Trade six sick
days for one vacation day above
120 accumulated days. 2. Ability to accumulate sick days
above 120 with no cap. The cur·
rent policy only allows an
employee to accumulate 120
sick days regardless of the ac·
tual number over 120 days he
has accumulated. This option
would hopefully eliminate
employees using ' sick days
fraudulently.

The proposals, which were
discussed at length and
• prioritized by the congress,
were presented to Dr. Bob
Rarn!'ley. interim vice president
for finance and administrative
services, and Univer~ity President Kala M. Stroup.

Excused ab sences with
1. One-half day before
Thanksgiving, 2. Full week at
Spring Break and, 3. Martin
Luther King and/or any federal
holiday commemorating a
pres1dent. According to Ramsey
this option can probably be
dealt with more directly than
the others.

The congress hopes that the
creative compensation options
and benefits will, if adopted, go

• Recreational ID - 1. Free
admission (general) to

•

pay -

Why? Because Army Rem:; teaches you the
leadership and management skills you
need for success- in ooUege and in life.

I

ARMY ROTC •
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For mora Info. contact : Cpt: Joh n Klem anclc 762·4123

ballgames, 2. Free admission to
movies on Wednesday night at
Curris Center and, 3. Free ID
card for dependents to allow ac·
cess to Carr Health (current
card costs $5).
• Two fr ee classes - Current·
ly one class is offered at no cost
to the employee (except for
graduates and undergraduates
who are taking :lass for nondegree).
Also discussed was the interest and continued support of
the implementation of a tuition
waiver program for employee's
offspring.
Ramsey said implementation
of the options would depend on
whether dollars could be found
to fund the projects. Ple did say,
however, that the proposals
werl.' vea·y timely with budget
decisions coming up.
Ramage said that he, along
with Stroup and the Cabinet
would take each proposal individually and try to put
together an analysis of which
would be the most cost efficient
nnd beneficial to the University
and the staff.

Yolanda King
daughter of Martin Luther King
Robert E. Johnson Theater
Saturday 5 p.m.
sponsored by: UCB, Minority Affai rs, and
The Governor's Program

CAMPUS
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Students get a taste of college
By KAREN GALLAGHER

Editor
Jonathan Vance, a curious
10-year old, peered cautiously
ovet• the edge of the pedestrian
wal~way to view the passing
cars.
"Wow, 1 didn't know this was
that high up," said the lanky
fourth-grader from North
Calloway Elementary School.
Vance made this discovery.
ate an infamous Winslow
cheeseburger, sat through a
Latin American history class,
and sampled a "typical" day at
Mun·ay State.
He participated in the second
annual College Day, Wednes·
day, sponorcd by the Collegiate
YMCA of Murray,Calloway and
the State YMCA. The Universi·
ty hosted 14 7 fourth-grade
students from four area elemen·
tary schools: Carter, East
Calloway, Southwest Calloway
and North.
Each grade schooler wa!l
paired with a Mut·ray State Htudent to be 11 ''buddy for the
day." Over 160 students
volunteered for the program.
Some even had to be turned
away, said Mike Ramsey. who
organized the recruitment of
volunteers.
"When people hear that it's
for kids they do it in a heart·
beat," said Ramsey, a senior
physical education mllJor from
Metropolis, Ill.
Assistant Campus Life

''We worried a lot about
recruitment. This is the most
we've ever had to recruit," he
llnid.
The program was established
last year with only 25 elemen·
tary students in attendance.
"We decided to expand and it
did well," Ramsey said.
Planning for College Day
t~tarted in mid-February. It was
organized entirely by students
involved with the Collegiate
YMCA, he said.
"It was something different to
do besides going to claz:;ses,"
said Eunice Schlichting, a
senior history/Spanish major
from Wittenberg, Mo. "It was
good to be one-on-one with the
kids since I'm going into
teaching."
"Going bowling was my
favorite,'' said Michelle Morris
of Carter, Schlichting's buddy.
"The classes were OK. I got
tired, though," she said.
Many of the children could be
seen sporting the fraternity or
sorority Greek letters of their
buddies, carrying Murray State
souvenirs and eating ice cream.
"It was great to act like a big
brother and see them get so
much out of the visit," said
Keith Decker, a freshmnn
secondary education/history
major from Caneyville.
For most of the grade
schoolers, college life wasn't too
much out of the ordinary.

Photo by ALLEN HILL

MURRAY STATE PARTICIPANTS in the YMCA College D~y program play a game with
visiting fourth-graders.

"It was about like I expected,"
said Ginn Tabers of North, "I
am going to go here when I
grow up."
"I had fun, but 1 thought the
classes would be more in·
teresting," said Kelly Felts of
North .
''The kids loved it. A lot of
them really had fun in classes.
Some biology lab~ were dissectinl{ cats,'' said Bill Warton. a

freshman recreation major from
Covington.
The day's activities ended at
Cutchin Field with fun and
games. Ghostbusters was a
popular game, when the
coum;elors could "slime" the
children. Players from the
men's Racer basketball team
were on hand to sign
autographs.

Ir. the end, a photograph was
taken as the counselors tried to
quiet the squirt;ning children.

Fourth grade hasn't seemed
to have changed. Boys still
think girls have "cooties" and
vice vcn;a. They still want to be
bounty hunter:; and ballerinas.
And they think about coming to
college when they "grow up."

'Skinhead' tells of life as hard-core punker
By RICK HUDSON
Staff Writer

Every band has its hard luck
stories.
Seth Founds, freshman art
major from Cape Girardeau,
Mo., had to begin his musical
career by competing with a
banana impersonator in a
talent show.
Founds, lead singer of the
Resentful Gents said that the
band's first live performance
was at the Dexter High talent
show. The Resentful Gents were
in direct competition with Mr.
Chiquita and the Banana girls,
which consisted of "a guy and
some chicks in hanana suits."
"Tht-y beat us out," Founds
said. "So now our logo is a
banana slam dancing."
The Resentful Gents are a
hardcore punk band with
origins in Dexter High, where
three f1·iends got together
around two years ago and formed a band named after the
Minor Threat song, Resentful.
The original band included
the drummer Scott Moore, the
guitarist Corey Dean, and the
bassist Terry Anew, all
students in Missouri.
The Resentful Gents were
desperate for a lead singer and
were looking for "a skin-head
punk with tatoos all over him."
The singer that they found was
just that, a skin-head named
Walt.
After Walt was sent to the Ar·
my because of a debt to the
government, the Resentful
Gents picked up their current

lead singer Founds who is also a
skinhead.
·
The musical sound from the
Resentful Gents is one of a
distinct punk influence, with
song material by Agnostic
Front and the Cro-Mags.
"We do Led Zepplin and Black
Sabbath but I don't know the
lyrics so I just don't sing during
those parts," Founds said.
The Resentful Gents are
preparing to go into the studio
to record their first album on
their own title, Prophylactic
Records. The album will feature
original works by the Resentful
Gents such as the track Be NicP
which Founds said ''is about
beating people up."
"We're not violent but we'll
beat people up if we're provoked," Founds said. "Face it, I'm a
skin-head."
"We'n: not a negative band,"
Founds said, "but we hate
positive bands."
"We try to have funny lyrics
kind of like the Day Glow Abot··
tions (a group)," Founds said.
The Resentful Gents have a
wealth ofhuinorous experiences
to develop into songs.
"One time our Vw bus got
stuck on some railroad tracks
while a train was coming; the
gate closed and cut off our
antenna," Founds said.
Even through the Resentful
Gents pet cat, Frank, they pro·
ject the air of humor that con·
nects them with their music.
"We were going to dye the eat

Photo by RICK HUDSON

SETH FOUNDS , a freshman from Cape Girardeau, Mo., combines his enthusiasm tor the punk
rock band he sings In, the Resentful Gents, and skate boarding.

green with markers but his fur
was too dark," Founds said.
"Besides, that would be cruelty
to animals,"
The band's sense of humor
seems to carry over to their
outlook on the challenges of being a struggling band.
"You don't come ahead money

wise, but you do drink a Jot of
beer and you'll have fun,"
Founds said.
"We drove all the way to
Memphis to play a gig once and
only got paid $31 - enough to
pay for a set of bass strings, but
like I said you have a blast,"
Founds said.

While, Founds' expectations
are modest now, he and his
fellow band members have
grander plans for the group.
"We want to make a lot of
money and then sell out like
Runs and Goses or whatever
that goofy-looking band is,"
Founds said.

Greek Week scheduled;
daily meetings, activities
planned to aid charities

Buffet provides
insights, tastes
of other cultures
By CHARLIE WANG
Graduate Assistant

Greeks will celebrate these·
cond annual Greek Week,
Monday through Saturday.
ActJvttles get under way
Monday at 3 p.m. with a performance of Crystal Rain at
Cutchin Field.
At 5 p.m., members of the
MSU Interfraternity Council
will hear Pat Brown,
president-elect of the National Interfraternity Council , speak on various issues
concerning Greek life, follow·
ed by an all-Greek mixer at 7
p.m .

Photo by ALLEN HILL

Sing in' sisters
,ALPHA GAMMA DELTA'S Lindy lewis, a sophomore from Clinton, and Susan Bennett, a freshman form Henderson, perform
In the All Campus Sing Thursday at Lovett Auditorium. The
Alpha Omicron PI's won the overall competition in the sorority
division, the PI KapP.a Alpha's won overall in the fraternity division and the Voices of Praise took first In the non-Greek
category.

The 1988 Spring Greek
Assembly will be the focus
Tuesday. Presentations will
be made to Order of Omega
initiates, scholarship recipients, Greek man· and
woman of the year and spring
pledge/associate classes.
Brown will also address the
audience on the challenges of
the Greek system in the
1990s.
The IFC will present the
first Constantine Curris
Scholarship for $500. The
award was named in the
honor of past MSU president
Constantine Curris.
Wednesday is the proposed
date for Greek community
service projects. Represen·

tatives of all fraternities and
sororities wi 11 be par·
ticipating in carwashes at
Hardees and Sirloin Stockade
in Murray and at an un·
disclosed location in Draffen ·
ville.
Proceeds from this event
will go to the Dream Factory
in Paducah.
Alpha Gamma Rho Paul
Bunyan Day will be Thur!l·
day. The afternoon festivities
will feature competitive
events for sororities and
fraternities beginning at ap·
proximately 3 p.m .

A Wildcat Beach trip is
All
planned for Friday.
fraternities and sororities are
encouraged to attend.

The International Student
Organization served approximately 360 with cuisine from
38 countries Sunday in the Cur·
ri!'! Center.
The ISO Buffet offered more
lhan a myriad of exotic dishes.
Fourteen countries were
represented J n the costume
display. The national costumes
1 efle c ted the diversified
cultures of the world, through
such attires as Dutch wooden
,;hoes to China's Mao Zedong
unif01·m.
"The fashion show is just
fascinat ing," said Dr. Frank
Julian, vice president for stu·
dent development. "We are fortunate in having this opportunity in Murray to experience this
cultural diversity.

The brothers of the Alpha
Tau Omega fratemity will
hold their annual Frog Hop
Saturday. The day will
feature sorority·sponsored
frog races and aU.you -can-eat
frog legs.

" It.'s special to the university
and the community," Julian
said. "Even when you are in
New York or Washington, D.C.,
yo~ probably can't easily find a
Chadian resturaunt, and I
didn't. know anybody at Murray
who had had Cameroon food .''

Sigma Chi will host the se·
cond Cleo S. Wallace Center
for Children Benefit Golf
Tournament. Saturday.

The international buffet was
initiated by the ISO four years

Interested persons may con·
tact tournament director
Mark Wrinkle at 753·8113.

Editor's noll': See rt>latec/
photo essay on page 22
See BUFFET
Page .19
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Summer is time for diversified vocations·
'
students choose internships for experience
£!¥ RICKY THOMPSON
Staff Writer

,John Hawks, a senior public
relations major, i!'l one !ltudent
who will be staying at .Munay
State and working for the
University during the :;ummer
as a counselor for the Summer
Youth Program.
Hawks said his job will be to .
help check kids between the
SlXth and twelfth gr·ades into
the dorms when they come to
MSU for variouR camp~:~ during
the summer.
Hawks said that he would
also work with three other
students who will work in the

With the spring semester win·
ding down and the summer
break approaching. many
students are preparing for summer jobs and internships.
For several students. the summer may be spent going to summer school or living at home
and working to save money for
the next school semester but for
some fortunate students the
summer will be spent doing intcmships or more interesting
things.
David Rogers, a sophomore dorm offices, relay messages to
advertising major from Murray• campers and provide recreawill be spending the summer in· tiona} activities for them.
terning in the advertising
Hawks said he wiJI work a
department of The Murray total of eight weeks during the
Ledger and Times. He said that summer.
he will be designing and laying
Some studentA will have in·
out advertisements as well a s teresting, educational jobs durproofing advertisements with ing the summer like Jonathan
customers for the newspaper.
Ware, a senior art major from
Roge rs bas worked in the Shelbyville.
advertising department of thl'
Ware will be working through
Ledger and Times over a United States Department of
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Agriculture funded program in
Spring breaks but. he sa id that connection with the Unives\ty
this is his tll'St summer spent of Kentucky's Entomology
working with the paper.
Department setting bug traps
Rogers currently works in the in designated areas in Jefferson
advertising department forThe County. He will be returning to
Murray State News.
'the job he had last summer setTodd Ross, a junior jour- ting traps for gyp1:1y moths and
nalism major from Murray, is recording his ?ndings.
a nother student fortu~ate
Ware explamed that ~ecause
enough to get a summer - gypsy m?ths eat the fohage off
internship.
trees they are a threa~ t~
;.,
tl th lumber and can destroy tt tf
Ross , w bo ...
curren
y
e
h
d H
.d
are not contro11e . e sat
ne w S ed1·t or a t Th e M urra:y t h ey th
hs
h
1
·
.tn t at . e mot
State Ne ws, W1'II be ·tn t ernmg
d h ave
,__ no natura
West Palm Beach, Fla. for the enemt~s an ave ut.·come a prosecond consecutive summer. He blem m .New England. ~e
said he will be copy editing on moths mtgrate by attachmg
the national desk and possibly themselv~s to cars. Because of
the city desk for The West Palm the traflrc through Jefferson
Beach Post newspaper workin
C~unty the moths could
.
g mtgrate to the area.
f r om 4 p.m. to 1 a .m. datly.
ware sa1'd that h e wr'II assem.
.
Ross said that he hopes this bl th t
db 't th
'th
f
e e1 raps an
s ummer W1'}1 be d'fli
1 erent rom
· d at'th em WI
th t
the last vecause last summer· ho a sex ure .mtxe wr . goo ~
had little time to enjoy all that the bugs sttck to. He wrll. use hts
"" "Th'rs year own truck toh go to dcsrgnated
Flo rr'da h a d to ouer.
'
.
t
. tl ,. areas to set t e traps.
I m p1annmg o re1ax a 11t e,
ware sar'd tha t he will set
ht: said.
Bruce Chandler , a freshman about 4~0 ~raps, one every
from Clinton, has exciting sum- square mtle, m J~fTerson Counmer plans. He hopes to tour _ty and about 60 traps In Anderwith the Christian Rock band son Cou~ty one every four
Archangel.
square ~ties.
.
He will work etght hours a
Chandler has been playing day and live at home, and he
keyboards with the Clinton· doesn't mind that the job pays
based band for more than n well.
year. The band plays mostly
Several students in the MSU
churches, camps, and Christia'l theatre department will be in
clubs in the Purchas~> Area on summer productions this break.
Nancy Smith, u thealre major
weekends but he said he hopes
Lhe band will g~t a tour from Mu!Tay, has been cast as a
together for about one or two singer and wi II audition for a
part in Young Abe Lincoln. The
weeks during the !>Ummer.

Judy's of Murray
Do you have an event coming up
• ·~>1'
that you need the perfect
,
spring flower?
r!f''fl-s -~
~

'

Come see us for your ~- ·~~
Spring event needs.

Such as:
Spring dances {PROMS); formals; weddings; bridal or baby
showers; sporting events; church socials; funerals; family
get-togethers; anniversaries; a new girl or boyfriend; a friend
who might be feeling down; getting an A on an exam;
graduating in May: getting a job offer before you grad.Jate; or
just because.

110 N . 12th

Phone: 753-1515

play will be performed at the
Erik Reid, a senior history
Lincoln National Park in Lin- major from Paducah, will also
coln City, Ind. and will run from be working with a theatre this
May 30·September 8.
summer but not as an actor or
dancer.
Reid will be the box office
Reid Draper, a junior theatre
major from Paducah, will be manager for a theatre in
performing in a traveling Chilicothe, Ohio, beginning
children's theatre called the June 1 and working until Sept.
Patehwork Playe1·s. The produc- 3. He said he will be managing
tion company is based in Col- a seven member staff at a 2,000
umbia, S.C., but will tour the seat outdoor theatre six days a
southeast performing plays like week and 9-10 hours a day. He
Rumplestilskin and Little Red said the theatre sells approxRiding Hood in outdoor imately 900 tickets a day and
about 1800 tickets for Saturday
theaters.
snows.
-He sai.d the theatre will pre·
Draper said he will be an ac·
tor for the company and do some sent the production Tecumseh
which is an action-packed st{)ry
technical work five to six days a
of the Tecumseh ~djans.
week from May 14-August 7.
Reid said that be will be
responsible for training staff
Draper said the production is members and working with
like a high styled story told theatre customers and added
through dance. He said that be that it will probably be one of
may stay with the company and the most stressful jobs at the
theatre.
work lhroul(h next fall.

Carol Guernsey, a jumor
.lheatre major from Louisville,
has been casst as a dancer and ·
actress in the production of Un·
to These Hills,-a play about the
Cherokee Indian Trail of Tears.
Guernsey will spend three
-months in Cherokee, N.C. playing the part of an Indian dancer
in the outdoor Lheatre produc·
tion as well as studio acting for
sevct·al one act plays.
Guernsey said that one reason
she chose to perform in this pro.duction was that programs are
offered to company members
who want to take theatre
classes for college credit. She
said she would take dancing
and acting classes while she is
there.
She said that the company
provides room and board for the
summer· as well.
Some of us can be so lucky!
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Summer reun·ions, parties anticipated by Greeks
By LISA GLASS
Staff Writer

Summer vacation is the time
of year when most students go
home to work or visit with t heir
families.
But instead of forgetting
about their Greek families here
at Murray State, most fraternities and sororities plan family
get-togethers during the summer to see fraternal family and
catch up on good times.
According to Pi Kappa Alpha
member Jeff West, a junior
from Henderson, the family par:
ties "give everyone a chance..to
get back together."
West said that last year his
fr aternity , including little
sisters, met in Murray and went
to Kentucky Lake. where they
rented a houseboat.
Later in the weekend, they
gathered back here for a family
party at the Pike lodge. "It's
just a .chance for everyone to get
back together," he said.
Rob Brown, vice president of
Kappa Alpha fraternity , said
his group makes it "a weekend
thing.'' KA members usually go
to the lake or beach for a picnic
and then have a party at the
fraternity house.
Alpha Omicron Pi also makes
their family party a weekend
event and also a planning par·
ty. "Everyone comes in on
Saturday and we stay through
Sunday. We talk rush and plan
for the fall," according to prcsi·
dent Cathy Davenport, a junior
from Hopkinsville.
Cathy Cope, a sophomore
AOPi from Lexington, attended
her first party last summer. "It
was really cool because you get
to see everybody again," she
said.

from Friday
and we have
softball and
Thompson,
Sturgis.

t hrough Sunday
a picnic and play
all that,'' said
a senior fr om
The Alpha Gamma Delta
house
located
on
Coldwater Road Ia the site
for their summer party.

Some groups have parties on
t he national level instead of the
~ocal level. Kappa Alpha Psi
member Sammy J ones, a senior
from Memphis, said his frater·
nity meets with other black
_fbiternities nationwide in Memphis during t he summer . The
event is day-long and revolves
4tround a picnic.
To assure a good turnout for
the Parties, most of the Greek
organizations set the date for
the party before everyone
leaves campus at the end of the
spring semester. However, most
follow up with reminders. "We
have our secretary send out let·
ters to remind everyone,"
Thompson said.
And the turn-outs are usually
large. Davenport said that
about three-fourths of her
sorority sisters show up for the
party but that it is a mandatory
function .
Dickinson estimated that between thirty and forty members
attend their summer party and
others say that as many as 80
percent of active members drive
to Murray for the parties, and
that does not include the alumni members that come.

The brothers of Kappa
Alpha spend time at their
house during the ir summer reunion.
Alpha Omicron PI sisters
gather hera at 1610 Millar
to discuss rush plans.

The summer family parties
have become a way of life for
most of the Greeks at MSU. As
Thompson said, " It helps us
make it through the summer.

Pfwtos

Complete Formal Wear

For some sororities, like
Alpha Gamma Delta, the
weekend is one big slumber par·
ty. Alpha Gams have their party in July and usually start early in the weekend, according to
president Susan Dickinson, a
senior from Elkton. "We get
together on Friday and
everybody sleeps at the house.
On Saturday we go to the beach
and then that night we have a
cook-out and play volleyball,"
Dickinson said.

Choose From Name Brands
Christian Dior
Oscar de Ia Re nta
Lord West
Pierre Cardin
Palm Beach

Alpha Gam members end
their weekend on Sunday after
they meet and go to church as a
sorority.

After Six
Raffina
Bill Blass
Robert Wagner
Yves Saint Laurent

SALE
30o/o OFF
NEW SPRING
MERCHANDICE

Delta Sigma Phi president
Paul Ward said his fraternity's
party consists basically of a
cook-out and a party at the
fraternity house for active fami·
ly members and a lumni. "It is
just a chance to get together
and take the weekend off,"
Ward, a senior from Decatur
ville, Ill, said.
In recent years, Alpha Gam·
rna Rho fraternity ' has moved
its summer party from the lake
J1l the fraternity house in Mur·
_r.ay because of convenience.
" One of the reasons we did it
is because it's so hard to get a
big group of people together at
the lake," said Eddie Allen,
"Some people still go to the
lake, they just meet here at the
house first."
According to Brian Thompson. senior vice president of
AGR , the party lasts for an entire wee"kend. "Our PartY runs

6y $.96in C01UJ1Jtr
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753 - 1300
Mayllelcl Pl.ua
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Something old, something new, not only tradition
for upcoming ceremonies held this wedding season
By DAVID ROGERS
Reporter

Springtime always seems to
have a magical attraction for
weddings.

Some people feel that being a
June bride has some magical
emotion, but that i~ not alw~ys
the ca~e: Beth lVI~, a sen~or
adverttstpg/markehng maJor
from Fancy Farm, Ky., said the
reason she was a June bride
wa s bec8 u8 e s e w a s
graduating in May a nd they
had waited a long time for this.

.•A wedding is basically the
same whether it is planned dur·
ing the beautiful springtime or
for the cold, snowy winter. The
main changes that occur are the
!vie's color is jade, but since
use of different colors, flowers,
or even the location of the there are few jade·colored
flower!! she has added peach ac·
ceremony.
cents. Her bouquet will be solid
. The wedding dress styles do white roses and gardenias with
not change from season to greenery.
season like the other clothing
lines. "The basic style of dresses "The key to any wedding is
is the same," said Jedia Arm· your budget," said Judy
strong of the Showcase in Tucker, a July bride.
Murray.
The more planning you do and
the earlier you do it, the better
"The newer dresses have ex· off you will be. Don't put
tra pearls, sprays, or hanging anything off, when you think of
sequins. Artificial flowers are it, do it," Tuckea·'s fiancee, Ross
seen hanging from the bodice by James, said.
fishing line." she said.
"Most decisions are based on
personal tastes. I chose my col·
Like dresses, tuxedos that are ors because they are unusual,''
used in weddings are basically said Tucker. Her colors will be
the .s ame yE.'ar around. "Th£. pink and black. "A tip to
basic black and white tux with everyone considering man·iage
tails for the groom and dinne•· is to comparison shop," said
jackets for the groomsmen. This Tucker.
way the groom wHI be set off
from the re!-1t of the
"One important thing in a
groomsmen," said Ross Jnme::. wedding is the ta·ndition of hav·
of~1r. J's and I.ad\ J's, Mm·t·ay.
ing ·,omething old, something
new,
something banowed, and
"One thing you have to
something blue." Ross' mom
remember about renting tuxes
gave me an opal necklace that
for weddings in the spring is not was her mom's and the diamond
to put off to the last minute in the ring was Ross' mom's dia·
because of prom season and the monel. 'l'hese have a special
Kentucky Derby," said James.
meaning to Ross and I because
The color::; that are being used of the family ties.'' Tucker said .
arc mot·e subdued than in the
The planning that go~ into a
past. Popular dress colors for
the attendants are royal blue, .·w('cessful wedding is basically
pink and floral colors. While the the same, it requires much,
Oowers that are being used are whether you are planning a spr·
teal. mauve, peach, dusty rose, ing ceremony or one that will
occur some other time.
aqua and turquoist'.

n

Wedding decisions will have
When some people think of
spring weddings they think of to be made from the beginning
garden weddings. but "outdoor of the engagement. Do you want
weddings are uncommon a formal or informal ceremony,
because of the weather,'' said who will be the clergyman, the
Tonya Zipsy from Judy's of ·ocation, which traditions you
Murray. "We have the equip· and your fiance' will use, the
ment necessary for them, people wedding music lo be played and
just don't request them," she the honeymoon is just a sample
of the decisions that have to be
said.
made in advance while plann·
ing a wedding.
"People are using flowers
with a ha.nd·tied look, which arP
Upon announcement of the
loose, airy and sophistocated, engagement you may want to
not stuffy," she said. Outdoor run out and tell the caterer and
weddings tend to use fresh the florist, but before you do
flowers and more greenery. that decisions need to be made.
"We can use more creativity in Some churches have regula·
outdoor weddings,·· Zipsy said. · tions pertaining to the use of

Charlit•'s Saft•-T Discount
Phat·n1aey
·!Murray's !Most Convenient[y Locatu{ Pliannacy

Check out all of our tanning
and skin-care products.
We carry Banana Boat,
Hawaiian Tropic,
Copper-Tone and a
wide variety of other
moisturizers and lotions.
::_;..-:::::::t
Whitncll and Glendale
behind Piggly Wiggly

_ -

.::..~

~v ...\,

753-4175

These beautiful wedding gowns are popular this season with Mqulna and lace.

flowers, if yours has these vou
need to know before orde1~ing
the flowers and then finding out
that you have 1wdered llowers
that you will not be allowed to
use.
Planning for a formal Wl'd·
ding should start. at least six
months before the ceremony.
Below is a brief list of thmgs to
do for both the bride and the
groom.
Six months before: &~h'<'t a
date, location, budget, number
of anticipated guest!!, color
scheme, dresses, clergyman
china. crystal, silvea·, linens:
other how;ehold needs, atten·
dants and groomsmen, discuss
honeymoon plans.

Three mo nths b efore: com·
plete gue::;t list. order invita·
Lions, announcements, personal
~;tationery, book a
photographer, arran~;e physical
examinations and blood test,
order flowers that match colol"
scheme, order tuxedos.
On e month befort>: mall in·
v•tat1ons, order cake, final fit·
ling of dresses, veil, and uc·
cesHo•·ies, confirm
photographer, choose gifts for
attendants and groomsmen,
select ring, discuss rehearsal
dinner, keep up with tbank·you
notefl, confirm tuxedos sizes und
arrival date.
Two weeks b efore: fill out
maiTiage license, place wedding
announcement in local

newspaper, make plan~ with
hairdresser, notify the proper
businesl:les about numt• and ad·
dr~s!l. change, make ar·
a·angements for bachelor p:~rty.
double·check honeymoon
reservations.
One week before: hcg1n
packing for honeymoon, check
final details with caterer,
clergyman, musicians, norist..
pholot,'l'apher, don't forgd to
relax so you can enjoy the day.
For a more detailed descrip·
tion of things to do, there are a
number of wedding planners on
the market that can be very
helpful, and act as insurance
against forgetting any minor
detail.
Good Luck!

1-(appy
...
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Summer Orientation counselors more than guides
By JEANNIE BRANDSTETTER

News Editor
Who are those students in
matching blue shirts leading
around mobs of lost-looking
freshmen and transfer students
during the summer?
No, they are not in training to
become pied pipers, they are
Summer Orientation counselors
and the reason people are
following them is because Summer Orientation counselors
really know their way around
the University.
The program using students
as orientation counselors
started in 1974 according to
Paul Radke, Director of Student
Relations and Sum-mer
Orientation.
According to Radke, using
outgoing students to work with
incoming students gives the
program a degree of success
that was not there before.
"It just\ helps students get off
on the right foot," Radke said.
"The fact that we use students
to help others adapt give~ us
real credibility."
Assistant

Radke also said he thought
properly oriented students were
better equipped to handle college life because they were
more comfort.abl~ with the
University and tlw (Jeople that
w01·k here.

Radke said it takes a certain
kind of person to be a 'Summer
0 counselor and they are chosen
very selectively.
"The Summer 0 counselors
that I select are campus leaders
and are actively involved in
campus activities," Radke said.
"They have to go through a for·
mal interview process with me,
the assistant director and other
Summer Orientation
counselors."
"They have to be people who
unselfishly give of their time to
others," Radke said. "They also
have to be someone who can
communicate to others well and
someone who is a lot of fun."
Even though they get paid for
what they do, most Summer
Orientation counselors see their
duties as more than just a job.
"I thought it would be a really
neat job," said Todd Barlow,
sophomore from Paducah. This
summer will be Barlow's first
as a counselor.
"I wanted to help other
students through my own experience," Barlow said. "1 want
.to make sure incoming otudents
know what Mun-ay Stah! is all
about and what it has to offer."
"Summer Orientation really
helped me out," Barlow said,
"and I want to help other
student..s the way I was helped."

"Over nim.•ty percent of peo"1 thought it. would be a good
ple that grmluate from Murray experience fo•· two reasons,''
State hnvc gone through Sum- said Shannon Chamhers, a
mer Orientation," Radke said. junior from Benton. "I wanted
"Less them fifty percent of the to get to know tht• Summer
dropout.s did go through o•·icn· Orientation counselon; bccau..<;e
tation . That's pretty good I knew they had outstanding
personalities.
overall."

"I also knew it was a good
way to get to know the incoming students, too," Chambers
said. "It's really rewarding
when you see people from your
group and they come up and
show you their appreciation for
the help you gave them during
Summer Orientation."
Chambers said the duties of
being a counselor did not
always include work. "We're
not there to academically advise the students," he said,
"we're in charge of making sure
they have fun."
Interpersonal communication
seemed to be a definite plus of
being a Summer Orientation
counselor.
"I guess I really enjoy work·
ing with people," said Steve
Cole, an Evansville, Ind.,
sophomore. "When I was a
freshman and went through
Summer Orientation, I really
appreciated the advice and
guidance my counselor gave
me. I would like to be able to
help people like that."
Even though this will be
Cole's first summer as a
counselor, he foresees it as
something he will want to do
tht·oughout his college career.
"We just. got back from
workshop in Mississippi and I
really learned a lot.'' Cole said.
' 'I really think I'll want to keep
being one."
''I like to work with people
that I hnve not met before and 1
knew the Summer Orientation
coun,;elors were considered to
be a top group," said Le1:1lie
McKinney, a sophomore from
Paducah.

"It seems to just come
"I just felt it would be an
honor to represent Murray naturally.'' Shannon said. "You
State," McKinney said. "1 think just have to relax and learn
I'm really going to be nervous, from your experiences early
but they're (incoming students) on."
going to be just as nervous as I
Other students saw being a
am."
counselor as a way to pay back
"I'm really looking forward to the university'1llld the students
working with the other for all the good things they have
counselors and especially with to offer.
Paul Radke." McKinney said.
"I wanted to give something
"He's so helpful - he always back to the students, ·• said
works with us however he can." Kevin Ubls, a senior from
McKinney said the incoming Louisville. "I've been a Sumstudents were more receptiv,!! to 'mer 0 counselor for quite a
their peers than to facUlty while because it was such a
members. She said she also good experience for me.''
thought the administration
"You really have to be
made a wise decision in choos· energetic and be yourself,"
ing to use students as Uhls said. "It's really a good
counselors.
experience."
·
"They (the students) believe
in us and I think they're more
at ease with us," McKinney
said. "I think it's good that the
administration has enough
trust in us to let us represent
the University."
Some orientation counselors
with more experience handled
other dutie::;.
''I orient tt·ansfer studentS:"
sa1d Dana Shnnnon, a junior
from Paducah. "My students
have been to school b<>fore, so
my key role is to see that they
get their schedules OK and
make sure they're excited about
Murray."

For Shannun, who will be
cpunseling students for the second time this summer, it is
easy to get along mth students
because she has learned from
he•< mistakes.

For Eddie Allen, a junior from
Fancy Farm, being a Summer
Orientation counselor was a
goal he reached and found
rewarding.
"I had such a good time when
I was in Summer 0 nnd it was
something I really wanted to
do," Allen said. "I've learned so
much about the University and
I've met a lot of people and
made a lot of good friends."
' 'I really value the friends I've
made while working a!i a
couns<>lor," Allen ~aid. "It
means a lot to be ublo to show
people v. hat Murray State is all
ubout."
Ac<"onling to Radke, being a
Summer Orientation counRelor
lakes one special quality above
all the re::>t. "They have to ha\'e
great pride in Murray State
University," he said, "and they
have to ca1·e."

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING CEN1ER
We now feature the new SW-28TB
Tanning Bed

The n ew Model SW-28TB is the latest
technology in sun tanning equipment.
This n ew b ed features 28 "staggard bulbs"
making it the largest and most advanced b ed
on the m arket.
MSU Students get a 10% discount!
753-WOLF

where
Tanning Is Our Business!
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Spring Week brings in season
By PATTI BEYERLE
Staff Writer

With the turning back of
clocks for daylight savings
time, many students regret
the precious hour of lost sleep.
Despite this biological set·
back, students afe finding the
days longer and, consequent·
ly, there is more time for
social activities and extracurricular events.
Afte1· this significant
lengthening of days and before
the mad rush of finals, Murray
State Univer~tity has found a
perfect time for the annual
Spring Week.
Spring Week this ,¥ear was
April 11-16 and included
event !'I that appealed t.o all
diver"e groups of students events ranging from movies t.o
speakct·s and singing groups
to roulette.
Melissa Glassco, Special
Events Coordinator for the
University Center Board,
handll•d the planning for this
year's events. Glassco said
that a lthough Spring Week
didn ·l officially begin until
Monday, many included the
Mi l's MSU Scholar s h i p
Pagennt which took place on
Saturday night in with the
activ!ttes.
The pageant was sponsored
by UCB and also included the
entertainment of the Jabberwockt~. a five man a cappella
group from Boston. Cammy
Gregory, a transfer student

from Calvert City, won the title of Miss MSU out of 21 con·
testants contending in inter·
view, evening gown, and
bathing suit competitions.
For those that missed the
Jabberwocks' performance at
the pageant, they could see
them Monday night in the
Stables at 7 p.m. Glassco who
also saw the Jabberwocks perform at a conference in Birm·
ingham, Ala., said, "They
have a really neat style rang·
ing from '50s t.o '80s music."
Their unique style includes
harmonizing to songs that are
old favorites from the
Oakridge Boys to Billy Joel.
The group has also put out two
albums.
The Housing Programming
Council took over Tuesday
night's events as it sponsored
" Vegas Night" in the Stables.
"Vegas Night" appealed to
the competitive spirit as well
as the greed in everybody. It
included craps, bingo, poker,
black jack , bunco , and
roulette.
Wednesday led to Student
Government elections from
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Cw··
ris Center Ballroom. The winners of the elections were announced Wednesday night at
All Campus Sing.
AU Campus Sing, sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Iota, took
place in Lovett Auditorium.
The competition included
three divisions: fraternities,
sororities and independents.

The event was won by Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority in the
sorority division as well as
best director and best theme.
Alpha Gamma Delta placed
second and Sigma Sigma
Sigma received third place. In
the fraternity division, Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity won
frrst place. Lambda Chi Alpha
placed second.
Voices of Praise won the in·
dependent division and The
Baptist Student Union receiv·
ed second place.
Saturday ends the week
with Yolanda King, the
daughter of Martin Luther
King Jr , speaking in Lovett
Auditorium at 5 p.m. ThiA is
sponsored by UCB as well as
Minority Affairs and the
Governors Program.
UCB also presented its
weekly movie on Wedne~ay
night, Roxanne starring Steve
Mal'tin and Daa·yl Hannah.
Spring Week continued on
Thursday with the showing of
the Rocky Horror Picture
Show. The movie was shown
in the Curris Center Theatre
at 8 and 10:30 p.m.
Today brings Spring Week
Extravaganza from 6 to 8 p.m.
in the Curris Center Television Lounge . "The Extravaganza will include
movies, free popcorn and
ch·inks," said Glassco. No admission fee will be charged.

A Timely Remin"der...
Advertising Space Reservation Deadline-Noon Monday
Ad Cancellation Deadline-Noon Tuesday

The Murray State News

Advertising
762-4478

FREE GAS!!!
Come to
WEST MAIN CHEVRON
and register for a $25give away
of full service gas.
Mak• NrYto. .u. 8 .... . 5 p.m.
AD Jdnde CJtiiMCbmlo wwlr,
..vtc:. car. oD c:b8ap IIDd ~
MechanJo Clll duty uatil5 p.m.
Houra: Monday-Friday 8 Lm.-7:30 p.m.
Slnadly 8 am-7:00p.m.
Clo«d Sunday

Phone: 753-2593

Treas Lumber
lloit
•

Your Choice $49.99

Lasko
American
Classic 52 inch
Ceiling Fan

or Ceiling Hugger Fan.
Five pecan .6ntshed blades with cane: antique brass
finish, reversible three speed motor and five year
warranty. American made.
Bel Air ShopptDc Center
Murray
759-1390
Open 7 days. week

Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m-6 p.m.
Saturday 8 am.-5 p.m.
Sunday l p.m.-5 p.m.

Spring !}{as Sprung
Staff

GetanewGM
vehicle and $400
~deferyoor

first payment
for 90 days.

The Best Parts in Auto Parts

I

I

All Checks Welcome

All Purolator Air Filters
on sale for $ 2.99
All Purolator Oil Filters
on sale for $ 1.99
$ 3 Rebate when both are purchased
Ask about the Forgotten Filters!
1. PCV Valve
2. Crank- case Ftlter
3. Fuel Ftlter

South 12th St.
753-8971

Monday- Saturday
Ba.m.- 9p.m.

Sunday
lp.m. - 6p.m.

Purdom Motors, Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"

0 Ids mob i I e- Pontiac- B u i c k -·cadi II a c
1300 121

Mur

75·3 ·5315
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for ~ buyers

Probe hot
By HOLLY BROCKMAN
Reporter

This year, the Ford Motor
Company has come out with the
"Corvette of the 'SO's," according to Nick Ryan, a salesman
at Parker Ford in Murray.
The Probe is a ten-year project
from Ford. The Probe has many
features not normally seen in
already marketed sports cars. It.
has a wheel tilt option that
when used tills the entire
dashboard for easy view. This
and many other of the Probe's
features make very stilT com·
petition for other car makers.
The car is a four-Realer with
aerodynamic styling and comes
in several different colors. The
car can be ordered with a variety of options and is very comparably pric~.

$400
REWARD

The car is so popular that the
one Probe that Parker Ford got
was sold before it was even off
the truck. They are expecting
more Probes soon. The car can
be ordered and delivered in six
to eight weeks although Ford
has only manufactured 65,000
of the cars for dealers
nationwide.

AND THE CREDIT YOU DESERVE!

Ford is offering no special
financing rate on the Probe but
with its fine features and very
handsome styling it is
I

moderately priced. ''Depending
on the options you choose, the
car is priced at $12,000 to
$16,000," Ryan said.
According to Ryan, "The Probe will be like the Mustang convertibles were in 1965."

The all new Ford Probe Is stylish and very affordable. It
took ten years of planning to manufacture.

At PARKER FORD-Lincoln- Mercury In
Murray, we know how hard It Ia to get
started financially. So here's what we
offer.
If you've graduated, or will graduate,
with a Bachelor'• or advanced degr"
betw..n October 1, 1087 and January
31, 1080, you may qualify for $400 from
FORD and pre-approv~ credit from
FORD MOTOR C,..dlt Company. To
qualify for p,..·approved, you need: (1)
verifiable employment beginning within
120 daya after •your vehicle purchaN;
(2) a salary sufficient to cover normal
living expenNa plus • car payment;

Now that summers on the way, the temperature Is
going to get higher. So beat the heat and get your
car's air condition system checked. While your at It,
you might as well get the whole car checked.

t!>@!J

753-5782

and (3) If you have a c,..dlt record, It
mu1t Indicate payment made as agreed.
The $400 from FORD Is yours whether
you finance or not. K"P It or apply It to
the purchale or lease of an eligible
FORD or Mercury vehicle.
For all the details, contact us or call
Program Headquarters, toll-frH, at
1-800-321-1536.
But hurry. This limited time offer Is
only available between March 1 and
December 31, 1088. So take advantage
of the FORD/Mercury College Graduate
Purch..a Program now.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Supporting Murray State University
since 1928
FORD
FORO
MERCURY
MERCURY

Ruthie's University Gulf
Hou!S:6am.-8pm.
CLOSED SUNDAY

...

LINCOLN
Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

LINCOLN

701 Main Street

(502) 753-5273

Murray. KY 42071

111111111 II II I 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.11111111111

Eligible Vehicles Under the Program-1988, 1988 1/2 and 1989 Models:
Featlva
Bronco II
Ranger

Tempo/Topaz

Must ang
Probe
Th underblrd/Cou gar

Escort

Escort EXP, GT
Aero star
Taurus/ Sable
Tracer

XR4TI

(All other vehicles are Ineligible)
To receive the Ford/Mercury College Graduation Purchase Program details,
fill out and return the application form below TOGETHER WITH VERIFICATION
OF GRADUATION.
If you have any further questions, please contact PARKER
FORD-Lincoln-Mercury in Murray (502) 753-5273, or Program
Headquarters, toll-free, 1-800-321-1536. In Michigan, Call 1-313-540-9890
collect.

---------------------------------------------------------~--~~---~
To: Ptogram HoadquartMS

J:lig or Small
We 'H ook To Them All

Key Auto Parts

As verification of my qualillcation, I am enclosing one ol lhe
following:
Nolarized COrY/ or my diploma
Letter lrom Aeglslar'a Office verifying deQf&e and date
obtained, or to be obtained wfll11n lha program period
UpOn receipt of this malarial and deterrrina!lon of ellglbollty, we will
mail you !he delalla of lha 1988 FordtAereury Colfege Gracilatlon
Purchue Ptolgram wilh appropriate certJIIcates. The
pertenalozad cerllflcate Ia required lo alllrt the Purchase Rebate

Phone day or night
Hwy. 121 South

For~ercury College Gra<ilate Purchase Program
PostOIIloe Box ~9
Bloomftold Hina, Michlgarl48013

payment proce~~. Allow aufficlent dme for ptOCissin~ Jllla..llUit
llpj!!l Qtctmbtr 31 1988

753-5f562

v... I em ln18res1&d In your olfer. and would appredal8
rec.ivlng lha Ford/Mercury College Graduation Purchase
Program dellila.
Ploase aend to:

Nem•---------------------------Addrau~-----------------------City/Stata_______________ Zip_ __
Graduatad lrom,_________________
Data

Slgnarur•·--------------

~~~~

.

'
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Preventive maintenance a inust
for vacations and travelling
help car ovmers get an early
start on putting their vehicles
in travel ready condition.
Your car may not need all the
services listed below; th~ follow·
ing is intended to serve as a
guide. For further information,
But many thousands oftr8vel·
check the owner's manual for
ing motoristR this summer will
t>xperience some kind of disabl· your particular vehicle.
1ng car tt·ouble. ~uch ~ilgine
breakdowns often result m • oil and filter change: Be sure
delays and unexpected expense to use the proper weight. of oil
that, at best, put. a damper on for hot weather driving.
Lubricate gr.·ease points where
the tr ip home.
required.

heal, consider installing an
auxiliary transmission cooler.
Overheated fluid accelerates
transmission wear. Auxiliary
coolers also are u~ed for control
of engine oil temperatures.

• Dzagnostic check and
tune-up: This may show the
need not only for a<ljustments
but also for replacing com·
ponents such as spark plugs, ig·
nition wiring, filters and cer·
tain other ignition system
and/or emissions control parts.

• Shock absorbers: Inspect
shock absorbers and. 01 .,uuts;
replace if needed, anci replace
only in pairs.

"Drive safely and have 8 good
trip, ·• your friends shout as you
take off on your trip home at the
end of the semester. For most of
U8 it works out that way.

Some mechanical difficulties
cannot be anticipated When a
part such as an alternator fails,
for example, it is usually
without warning. Preventive
maintenance measures do not
apply. But, when the alternator
light comes on because a worn
drive belt has been overlooked,
that situation need not have
happened.

• Inspect the battery cable.-:: Be
sure aU connections are clean
and secure.

• cooling system sen•ice: This
includes flushing and pressure
The American Automobile testing the system. Check
Association says most highway radiator pressure cap, hoses and
breakdowns can be avoided belts, replacing as needed.
through preventive measures:
Transmission
taking care of needed
mechanical maintenance well • Change automatic transmts·
sion fluid and fi lter: Depending
in advance
u pon ty pe of unit, h ave
necessary a<ljustments made.
Recognize the benefits of care
N OTE: If your trip includes
repairs done on one's own
''home turf." Car Care Council towmg a trailer, hauling heavy
offers a pre-trip check list to loads, or driving in extreme

Captain D's.
4CanEatFor
$8
Use these coupons one at a time or all
at once. either way you'll get four
delicious meals for $8.

Unde r the car
• Tires: Check inflation, and inspect tires for cuts and bruises.
Rotate and balance tires, and
have wheels aligned if needed.
Be sure the spare tire, jack and
lug wrench are intact. When
towmg a trailer, check its tires
as well

------- ---.Clip This Coupon ·---------

Fish & Fries
For $
Only 1.99
Expires 4129/88
Not good with any other
special or diaeount.
(At participating Captain D'a)

all

• Visibility: Be sure
lights,
including· emergency flashers,
work. Check windshield wiper
a nd washer operation. Replace
worn wiper blades. Be sure the
washers are wor king and that
t he fluid reservoir is full. F inally, give the car 8 good cleaning,
inside and out.
Drive safely and have a great,
t rouble free trip.

Worn seals cause oil burning

Fish & Fries
Fa.:- $
Only 1.99

.-

Eventually these seal;; wiU
wear, harden or otherwise fail.
That's when oil burning begins.
Many of the conditions which
cause an engine to burn oil
prematurely nre caused by vehi ·
cle neglect. One example of this
is wom piston rings, which can
w<.>ar out prematurely because
of failure to chtmge oil and filter
regularly.
Once the rings become excessively wom, an expensive
"ring job" is the only remedy.
With pt·oper maintenance,
however, an engine normally
should go well past the 100,000
mile mark without needing new
piston ring:!.
It is essential to check the
engine oil regularly. If oil is
over.full or smells like gasoline

accelerates wear due to diluted
engine oil.
Another factor in oil burning
is a malfunctioning positive
crank case ventilation (PVC>
valve, which is intended to
route oil vapors through the
combustion chamber rather
than permitting them to escape
into the atmosphere.
(f t.he PVC system is not in
proper working order, it can be
the cause of oil bur ning.
Remember, excessive oil bur·
ning is a condition that gradual·
lv worsens and can affect other
aspects of t he engine. Like so
many other car troubles, early
detection and correction are
essential.

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french
fries and 2 southern
style hush puppies.

Caotain D's.

Not good with any other
special or diacou.n t.
(At participating Captains D '1) a ereaTIIttle tealood place.

a-----------Clip This Coupon ·---------_.

:: Fish & Fries
For $
: Only 1.99

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french
fries and 2 southern
style hush puppies.

1

I
I
:
'1

Expires 4/29/88

"-eta··n D's

Not good with any other
special or diaeoun t.
'-'d
.
(At participating Captain D'1) a lfta little tealood place.

:..----------.Clip This Coupon

Fish & Fries
For $
Only 1.99
Not good with any other
special or dacount .
(At participating Captain D'a)

----------.a

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french
fries and 2 southern
style hush puppies.

Cagtain D's.
a erea little tealood place,

----------.Clip This Coupon ·---------

. . Captain D's.
~ a great little seafood plaee.
Offer good with coupon only.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

753-9383
Try our drive-thru window!

•
•

Check
the toucliless
automatic car wash next door!
512 S.12th St.

·----------t

Expires 4/29/88

Expires 4/29/88
Do you think your car may be it could mean il is becoming
diluted with gasoline.
u~ing too much oil? One sign
that an engine is burning oil is . Th us, the oil becomes thin
blue smoke coming from the ex· enough to work its way into the
haust pipe.
combustion chamber, eventual·
lv to burn and end up in the at·
There can be several r~asons mosphere as smoke.
for this condition. The most
U you have to pump the ac·
common is worn valve guide celerator to keep the engine
seals. Here's why: The valves in fJ.·om stalling, you may be puma typical engine may open and pi ng r aw gasoline into t he
closo as often as 100,000 times crank case. This situation can
per hour al highway speeds.
be avoided by keeping the
engine in tune.
The stem at. the valve, sliding
Misfiring spark plugs can ag·
up and down in a guide, is fitted gravate a situation such as t his
with a special seal designed to because they permit raw, un·
permit only a limited amount of burned gasoline to wash into
oil to pa'1s. (Some oil is the crank case. Not only does
necessary for lubrication, but this create hard starting, it also
too much creates oil·bur ning
problems I.

Caotain
D's.
a anaTIIttJe Malood place.

a------------Clip This Coupon

• ExhiJust svstems: While the
car is on the lift, inspect the
muffier, piJ)es and brackets.
Replace damaged parts.
• Drakl':;: Remove wheels and
inspect brake lining, pads and
hydraulicj)arts. Take care of
pending brake ser~ice prior to
an extended period of dr iving.

Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french
fries and 2 southern
style hush puppies.
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PAT GRIFFIN, a freshman t rom Pope County, Ill., relaxes In his " permanent" convertible.

Freshman goes 'topless' year-round
in car converted with friend, hacksaw
Pat Griffin is ea!';y to spot on
a rainy dny.
Griffin, n freshman civil
engineering major from Pope
County, Ill., drives a year·
round convertible known as
the "silver chariot."
The freshman transformed
his 1978 Mercury monarch into
a convertible over Spring Break
with the help of a hacksaw and
his best friend .
Griffin said reactions to his
unorthodox cruise mobile are
mixed. "It seems like the peo.
pie r know like it and the people I don't know hate it,'' he
Raid.
"It Ithe carl shows not caring
about anything el se but

grades and having a good
time,'' Griffin said. "It's just
something to add t he list of
crazy things. I have no
regrets. I doubt if I ever will
have any."
He said that the car has its
definite advantages but also
has a few liabilities. Griffin
said he enjoys being able to
suntan while driving and the
convenience of jumping into
the car without opening the
doors.
With the aid of
aerodypamics, Griffin is able
to avoid a few minor inconveniences. "I don't get wet at all
if I'm driving 50," he said.
"The backseat l!ets soaked."

The easy accessibility of the
car is a disadvantage. he said.
Since turning lhe car into a
convertible, theives have
stolen his speakers, the knobs
on his radio snd tape player, a
Waylon Jennings tape and
decorative bullhorns from his
hood.
Griffin said he has received
offers for his car, since converting it. But Griffin said that
selling his car would probably
depend on hi!l mood at the
time and the weather.
' 'If it's at the lake and it's
sunny, it's <the car) not going
to get sold very easily but if
it's a rainy day ...cheap." he
said.

.

Photo by ROBERT CALDWELL

Lights, camera, action
DARRELL GIBSON, an announcer for WNBS·AM from Marshall
County and Lynn Beard , a f reshman from Cumberland City,
Tenn., practice a scene for Lafferty Hall while Rodney Freed, a
junior from Bernie, Mo., mans the camera.

Buffet--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Continued from Page 10
ugo, with foreign nationals
pa·eparing their representative
native cuisine and i:3 held each
yea1· during the sprang
semester.
"More and more people
around campus enjoy it each
year and many people called me
to express their appreciation of
it. It's entertaining and
beneficial," said Helen Park,
foreign student adviser and the
chief organi~er of the buffet.
"I not only enjoyed the variety of food, but also the perfor-

mance. I learned about some
ethnical backgrounds,'' said
Joseph Partoll, a senior environmental engineering major
from Fr.eeport, Ill.
The Bengali folk dance, performed by Behnaz "Luna''
Kibria, 13. daughter of Dr.
Gholam Kibria, a v1siting
scholar from Bangladesh, was
based on the music composed by
the 1920 Nobel prize winner,
Rabindranath Tagor, a native
Indian during British rule, said
J{jbria. The dance depicts the

wish of farmers for good crops
and weather.
Tho Rev. Andre Trevathan of
St. John's Episcopal Church in
Murray, said he thinks the buffet entertainment i!'; also
informative.
"I like the show of Mao's
jacket the Chinese student had
and his explanation. I enjoyed
the egg rolls but 1 learned
something, too,'' Trevathan
said.
The suit. which one Chinese
r;tudent had on show, il' a dark
gray, baggy and collar-buttoned
uniform in which the late

Chinese communist dictator
Mao Zedong always appeared.

Advertise!
762--lH8

The suit was first referred to
as the ' 'Mao suit" by the
Western press in the media
coverage of the post-Mao China.
When Kentucky Fried
Chicken, the only American
fast food marketed in China, so
far, opened its first restaurant
in Peking last Novemeber. Colonel Sanders appeared in his
photo in a different outfit - a
Mao suit - a combination of
capitalism and socialism.

"THE BEST WAR MOVIE
EVER
-•sc.. MADE"
1010f'OO..-

WICHAEL MEATOH

•

IIHO....._

BEETLEJUICE

"TAUT, TENSE, TERRIFIC.

leg]

A CONTENDER FO!!~.!,~R'S BEST FILM~
iriiCIMIIICI .........

(fg]

PI KAPPA ALPHA

WISHES
" OVERPOWERS
' PLATOON,'
' DEER HUNTER' AND
'APOCAl-YPSE NOW"'

( 1: SO )

(S :20)
7 : 10
1 : 011

<BlA:EIUNS

"NOTHING LESS THAH A MASTERPIECE"

_.....,..,...c-......

18

IS

1 : 111

18 AGAIN

ONLY
( 1 : SO)
(S : SO)
7 : 08

ONLY

Deena Wigger

- ...... w,.... II:WI'If..QIIIUM

Sta nley Kubrick's

FULL METAL JACm
~

Wednesday

Good Luck at the
VHS Movie & Player Rentalt
Over 3000 Mavlea

Currls Center Theater

S2 Rentllla-Membefa
Memberlhlp $3 WI SUJent 1.0.

Film Times:
3:30p.m.· all tickets $1
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. - tickets $1 .25 w/MSU 10
$2 without MSU 10

We Love You!/
Funded by SGA

MOVIES TO &DJ
753· 3314
Cheri Th..ter Lobb
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Miss MSU Pageant 1988

ABOVE, Cammy Gregory of
Calvert City, Lee Ann Rayburn
of Murray, and Tracy Glllahan
of Ledbetter share a moment
during the Miss MSU Pageant.
Far right, newly crowned
Greogory displays her trophy
and flowers. Right, master of
ceremonies Rufus Harris asks
Gregory questions during t he
onstage Interview.

Photos by ROBIN CONOVER AND
AUEN HILL

GregorY wins title,

fJJie Sisters of

crowned Miss MSU
By PATTI BEYERLE
Staff Writer

-

Cammy Grt>got·y entered the
Miss MSU Pageant fot· the "fun of it."
"Because I was younger, I
didn't expect to win," Gregory,
a sophomore radio/TV and
education major from Calvert
City. said. "1 was going into it
for the fun of it."
Gregory was ~elected from 21
contestants Saturday to become
Miss MSU 1988·89.
Lee Ann Rayburn. a freshman
from Murru.r, won first runner
up. Tracy Gillahan, a senior
from Ledbetter, won second
runner up. Stephanie Stephens.
a junior from Marion, 111., won
third runner up and Scottt
Brown, a senior from Beaufort,
S.C., was fourth runner up.
A I though winning was
beyond Gregory's expectations,
this was nothing new for the
20-year-old. Gregory has also
won the titles of Miss Paducah
Community College, Miss Marshall County, Miss Jackson
Purchase, Mi~:~s Kentucky Lake,
and Miss Western Kentucky. In
addition, she has placed in the
top 10 in the Miss Kentucky
USA Pageant.
"I am really looking forward
to the next year in general," she
saiti. " I also am really excited
about representing Murray

State in the Miss Kentucky
USA Pageant."
Gregory added that the ex·
perience from the pageant will
be helpful to her studies in communications. She hopes to dou·
ble major in radio/TV broadca!!t
and education.
All the support and encouragement behind Gregory
helped her to make it tot he runway Saturday night. " l got the
most support from my Mom, my
Dad and my brothers," Gregory
said. ''My Mom really stood
behind me."
Gregory al!'lo said that she
received encouragement from
her sorority. Alpha Gamma
Delta, which sponsored her in
the pageant.
"To hear about 50 girls
screaming for me as I walked
down the runway, made the big·
gest difference in the world,"
Gregory said.
Gregory definitely agrees that
it was worth all of the work in·
volved. Her secret to her success
is to "be yourself" and "be a
leader not a follower." Finally
Gregory said that it is important to "do what you believe in,
not what everyone. elae is
doing."
Despite her extensive pageant
experience, Gregory was amaz·
See MISS MSU
Page 21

.9llplia (jamma tJJe{ta .
Congratu{ate

Cammy (jregory

Miss MSil 1988
We .9lre So Proud Of You!
4tfi ~unner-f{lp Scotti 13rown
'Top 'Ten

9vfe{anie Smitfi & Clirista 'Toaa

Contestants

Susan 'Dic/(jnson, fJ:'"zslia Morris,
Cinay JenKins & Jenna 9{f,wton
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Writer reads from novel, Professor finds r~laxation in sailing
DOSS
gives advice to students By ALICE
Writer
Stalf

By DAVID BLACKBURN
When he tries lo go back to
his house to "discuss" the
Staff Wnter
Fiction writer Richard Russo potential d ivorce, Sam is
gave a reading of his forthcom- angered to find the locks changing book, Tht' Risk Pool, April 7 ed and even more upset to find
at the Clara M. Eagle Art that Jenny has called the police
to take him away for disturbing
Gallery.
the
peace.
Russo. a 38-yenr-old writer of
Unable to belie,·e that a man
fiction novels and short stories,
rend a 45·minute excerpt that cannot enter his own house,
kept the audience laughing Sam returns again a nd again
only to be arre~:~ted each t ime.
mo~:~t of the time.
Russo said he got the title,
Fina lly, Sam gets a new place
RiHk Pool, from a New York in to live and remains estranged
surance requirement. All of the until Ned's eighth birthday. A<:>.
insurance companies, Russo he is walking back from school,
said, have to enter a ''pool" in Sam offers Ned a r ide home.
which the names of bad risks people who continually have acInstead, Sam, Ned nnd Norm,
cidents, drunk driving charges, Sam's mulatto friend whose
etc. - are placed.
nickname is "Woosie", go for an
The companies must then pro· overnight fishing trip without
vide the person they draw with telling Ned's mother.
an opportunity to buy their
What follows is a humorous
compan~·s insur~ce.
. • account of misadventures, most
The R1sk PtlOils a no\•cl set m of them concerning Sam, who
~>st-Worl~ War 11 upswte New gets frustrated by his inability
\o~k a~d l S tol~ from an S·yt>ar to ftsh and r\orm's repeated,
old s pomt.of VHilW.
good-natured insult~
Russo said he writes about
··
people in indu stry towns
Russo said he ~came in·
bccause he grew up in such a terested in writing for a living
town - Glovcl·sville, N.Y.
in 1978 while working on his
' 'I feel ntore comfortable dissertation for his doctorate in ·
wriling ahoul those kind of peo· American literature at the
ple," Russo said. " They are fair · University of Arizona.
ly poor ami w01·k hard all their
In 1980, Russo received a
life fo1· little pay; when the in· master of ftne arts degreu and
dustry suffers, the p('ople do too. later that year began a three. "There ure ce>i.ain emotions l year teaching stint at Penn
return t.o,'' Russo said of his State University in a fellowship
story to p ics. Insecurity, from the Pennsylvania Council
loneli ness and hard·to-rcach on the Arts.
personal dr~ams nre some of t he
Russo, who now lives in C;;tr·
topics Russo has used in The
bondale,
Ill. , said getting
Risk Pool and his first novel,
published today was very hard
Mohau:k.
The excerpt Russo read to do for two reasons.
One is t hat it takes a long
related the story of Ned Hall, a
time
to get enough material to
timid, sheltered boy who grows
up with his mother, Jenny. be published. Some beginning
Ned's father. Sam, is a rough- writers, he said, want to be
and-tumble ex·soldier who published before they are ready.
The other reason, Russo said,
returns from the war ready to
is the increase in the number of
celebrate.
Soon after Jenny's grand· writing programs offered in
iathe1· dies, Ned recalls, his colleges.
"(Writing) remains one of the
mother tries to get a divorce
from Sam, who then beats up toughest ways in the world to
make a buck," he said.
her divorce lawyer.

Sailing provides peaceful
recreation while presenting a
challenge for those wishing to
race.
John McClaren, an assistant
professor in the department of
industry and technology. has
been sailing for 22 years and
has been racing f01· 12 years.
McClaren learned to sail
while in the Navy. "This was
one of theit· recreational programs," he said.
"Sailing is very peaceful,"
McClaren said. " It makes you
feel at one with nature."
He races about 25 weekends
a year in places such as
Chicago , Dallas and
Nash \'ill e.
He has sailed in the
Chesapeake Bay, the Atlantic
Oce:m, several of the Great
Lakes, the Gulf of Mexico and
Kcntuckv Lake.
"I have sailed Biscayne Bay
in Miami during 60-mile-per·
hour winds," McClaren said.

McClaren's experience
ranges from sailing small
sailboats f01· one to two people
to maneuvering the 24-foot
cruisers used in racing.

Photo courtesy of JOHN McCLAREN

He said the ultimate sailing
experience was aboa1·d a JOHN McCLAREN, an assistant professor In the department of
sailboard known as a wind· Industry and technology, salls on the Kentucky Lake du ring a
surfer. McClaren said he has' free moment.
sailed these on Kentucky
Lake but has yet to sail one on
During the summct· months,
McClaren said to become a
the ocean .
he teaches sailing at the local good novice, a person needs
Boy Scout Camp. McClaren
He presently owns two day said that it is very easy for so· about 20 to 30 hours of sailing
time.
sailers, two dinghies and two
meone to learn to sail.
sailboards. McClaren said he
"I have even taught a blind
Racing requires more exper·
a nd his wife are planning to
boy to sail," he said. "The only tise, he said. A racing crew
purchase a large sailing vessel
thing a person needs to have is has special assigned duties
to travel on a nd see the world.
patience.''
that they are responsible for.

.

Miss MSU- - - - - - -- -- Continued from Page 20
ed at all the work Murray State
puts into its pageant. "I was
surprised at a ll the trouble they
go to here,'' she said. "This
pageant was more put together
than even the Miss Kentucky
<USA> Pageant."
Gregory also said that the
students involved in this
pageant had to work much
harder than the participants in
most.
The contestants had been put·
ting in hours and hours of work
qince the end of last. semester
~fter the preliminuy
interviews.
.
The girls had to learn a dance
number for the beginning of the
pugeant and also had to work on
blocking for the evening gown
and swimsuit competitions.
These each required numerous
pairs of high heels and frantic
clothes changes.
In addition. the contestants
had to be prepared for the pre·
pageant intervil:'ws which took
place early Saturday morning.
They also had to face the

possibility of an onstago ques·
tion should they make it to the
top five.
Gregory said that t he inter·
views are one of her strong
points. " They don't really scare
me," she said, "and I was really
well prepared for any current
event issues."
Not everything went as calm
and easy as Gregory's interview
though.
As she frantically got ready
for the long awaited night, her
gown got caught in the zipper.
She eventually fixed it and
went on to model her hot pink
gown that she and her mother
dreamed up and designed
together before taking it to a
dressmaker.

.

The hard work and even all
the panic was worth it said
Gregory. Besides the crown and
the experience, Gregory was
thrilled with the "chance to get
to know all the other girls in the
pageant."
c-

Loc.h Chiluron
Innovative Rock Band
Thursday, April21
8p.m.
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JiJtemational Buffet

\

ABOVE, Meron Tedla, a Junior
from Ethiopia; Kidlst Taye, a
freshman from Ethiopia; York
" Anna" Kok, a senior from
Malaysia; Jia Lun Meng and
Vee Ren, graduate students
from the People's Republic of
China serve guests at the International Student Organization Buffet. Far right, Suebsak
Chantarungsrl and Plyaporn
Busabong , graduate students
from Thailand , perform a
native dance. Bottom right,
Mercy Muuka, wife of Zambian
student Nkombo Muuka, and
Josephine Chan, a Junior from
Malaysia chat. Right Hyeock
Yoo. wife of Korean student
Kwang Ho Yoo, displays her
Korean costume along with
her child.
PhOtos by AU EN HILL

JUST OPENED/
WAL TEA'S

PHARMACY

ATTENTION:
Murray State Students
•10% off Hawaiian Tropic Tanning lotions
mall UPS packag ..

·W•

Soulh 12th St.

Next to Jerry's

Thanks to the following Seniors
who have pledged their support in
the 1988 Senior Pledge Program
Andy Jobs
Amy McCage
Dawn Griffin
Michael Ray Quinn
Peggy Hofmann
' Jennifer Galloway
: James Allsopp
: Joseph Runnels
· Rachel Williams
· Rufus Harris
Valerie Fister
Melissa Glassco

Don Ray
Dirk Hobgood
Geralyn Feth
Jeffery Fulcher
Lara Brumitt
Kristi Beavers
Dianan Sue Johnson
Monica Hobbs
Mark Cooper
Michael Johnson
Holly Brockman
Theresa Marschhauser

Alison Schultz
Melissa Harpole
Nancy Rucks
Tina Quire
Sandra Wagner
Mark Logan
Jerome Richardson
Kathryn Brand
Lisa Chaney
Lisa Jackson
Amy Roser

SENIOR PLEDGE '88 - Support MSU
For more information contact: Nan Kehrer, MSU Foundation,
762-3001, Monday- Friday 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.

!:>~<::>~~!:;--------------------------------------------------~A~p-n~.l~:~;~~e~9~!!
TTU halts
59 match
win streak
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Writer
The men's tennis team Raw its
59 intraconference match winn·
ing streak halled by Tennessee
Tech University last weekend
in Cookeville, Tenn.
The winning streak began on
Aug. 10, l982 - six years to the
day that it ended. Ironically, it
was Tennessee Tech that the
Racers beat to begin the record
setting streak.
The winning streak was the
longest in NCAA Division I
men's and women's tennis. It
falls into third·place all·time in
men's sports, and fifth in all·
Division I sports.
Head coach Bennie Purcell
refuses to take sole credit.

I ENNIS .
"We've had many great
Photo by ROBIN CONOVER
players, and it's taken a lot of
luck to accomplish the feat, but DIVING FOR A line drive at third base Is Danny Alfeldt, a freshman from Marissa, IlL Alfeldt came up short In his effort
nothing lasts forever," Purcell for the ball In the 'Breds game against the University of Tennessee-Martin on April 7.

~aid

Even though the streak end·
ed. Purcell does not make any
excuses for the loss.
"They <Tech) have a talented
and expel'ienceU team that
deserved to win."
The Racers, however, did
have chances to win against the
Eagles, but faltered in doubles.
The two teams entered the
doubles matches tied at 3·3, but
the Racers failed to .,.,;n any of
the doubles matches. coming
away with a 6·3 loss.
See TENNIS
Page 28

Weak offense leads to two losses for 'Breds
By RICKY THOMPSON
Spor1s Writer
The Thoroughbreds continue
to struggle with offense, wim1ing only one of a three game
series with Middle Tennessee
State University this past
weekend and managing only
one run in their loss to Vanderbilt University.
The 'Breds traveled to MTSU
and met the Raiders twice on

Saturday and once Sunday.
They had only two hits in a 3-0
loss in the fit·st iame, but
redeemed themselves in the se·
cond game, scol'ing five runs on
nine hits for a 5·1 victory.

BASEBALL
Sophomore Dale Dunn from
Pevely, Mo., and fl·eshman Jeff
Brown from Carmi, Ill., hit
home runs. Winning pitchet·

Rick Grogan, a sophomore from
Murray, had nine strike-outs to
highlight the 'Breds second·
game win.
The 'Breds lost a close one
against MTSU Sunday. They
showed a strong offense early,
scoring three runs on three hit.s
in the ftrst inning. Although
they could get only one more hit
the remainder on the game, the
MTSU bats nourished with six
hits scoring four runs.

Dan McNamara. a junior from
Mt. Vernon, Ind., Phil Wessel, a
junior from Jasper, Ind., and
Dunn each scored in the first
inning.
"The bright spot of the series
was pitching," assistant coach
Leon Wurth said.
Wurth said Rich Garner, a
senior from Evansville, Ind.,
See BASEBALL
Page 28

Wretlund travels from Swedish home to turn
farfetched idea into reality, success on court
By MARSHALL SILLS
Spor1s Wnter
For many student:~ the idea of
going to another country to go
to school is a farfetched idea.
For· junior Tony Wretlund of
Vasteras, Sweden, this farfetched idea turned into reality when
he entered Murray State in the
fall of 1984 to continue his
higher education and to play
tennis.
What is the formula for get·
ting a top·notch tennis player
from Sweden to the most
western part of the com·
monwealth of Kentucky?
You take a first·class tennis
program, add coach Bennie
Purcell , who has guided Racer
tennis teams t.o eight straight
Ohio Valley Conference tit.les,
and throw in a pinch of luck.
The luck came in the for m of
Wretland's friend, former Racer
tennis ace Jens Bergh man, who
persuaded him to come to
Murray.
" It was between San Diego
State Univer11ity and Murray
State," Wretlund said . " I came
to Murray because 1 knew Jens

and he told me about the school
and the tennis program."
After his freshman year al
Murray, and being named 0\'C
player of the year, Wretlund
took time out to serve a year in
the Swedish army.
Once back in the "swing'' of
things, Wretlund found himself
ranked higher than any other
tennis player in Murray State
history.
" l was glad to be ranked
eighth in the nation," Wretlund
said. "It was kind of a
surprise."
Since the February rankings
·appeared, Wretlund has gotten
a big dose of what all athletes
try to avoid when they are nt
the top of their game- nagging
if\juries and setbacks.
Shin splits, a stress frnctw·c
in the lower right leg, the flu
and an allergic reaction to
medication have cost Wretlund
his lofty ranking.
"I wish I could have kept the
ranking, but I don't want to put
this off on inJuries. Credit goes
See WRETLUND
Page 27

Photo by BRAD LAMB

Photo by ROSIN CONOVER

Photo .bY BRAD LAMB

TONY WRETLUND, a junior from Vasteras, Sweden, has been ranked as high as eighth In the nation this year.
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Springing up

ROUNDING THIRD BASE and headed for home Is Lee Acree of Louisville, a player on the Delta
Sigma Phi coed softball team. Valerie Fister of Memphis, Tenn., awaits the throw for the Last
Minute team as Pete Sarantakos of Paducah cheers Acree on. Left, Delta Slg pitcher Davie Morris of Mayfield sets to deliver a pitch. Below, Rob Harned of Paducah takes a swing for Last
Mlnute. Last Minute won Wednesday's battle as coed softball play began in the intramural
league.
\
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Derby Classic
\blle}ball

Ladies
Buttercup Diamond
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forget . ..
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gently ~om clothing.
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• Support your school team and see the Kentucky
Derby- May 7th at Churchill Downs.
• Tickets 515 per person in advance (ttv'ough Apr~ 30,
1988). Derby Day infield admission s2o per person.

I< ',1 I\<
Ill

.\11111 '--

• Advance tickets eligible to win two reservations to anywhere in Continental U.S. served by Eastern Airlines.
• Have a ''BaU" in the i'lfaeld! Join the party- bring your
friends!

INS//)£
1\

Getyour team ready!

• Contact Karen Hensley at 762-6278 for tickets.
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CALENDAR
Friday

April 15

Stude nt Worker Pay Day.
Entry deadline for mixed doubles ten·
nis. 107 Carr Health.
Spring Week Extravaganza. Movies in
TV Lounge. To be a nnounced.
Men's Track. Lexington, Ky.
Sweat 30 Aerobics. CatT Health, 12:30
and 5:30 p.m.
Distinguished Lecture in Businet.=o Ad·
ministration. Harold W. Wagner, vice
president of Air Product!! Company in
Calvert City. Curris Center Ballroom.
6:30 p.m. $12. Call Ed Da\'is at 762-4190
for information.
Univer!'ity Percussion Ensemble. An·
nex Recita l Hall, 8 p.m.
Navy Stoa C hanters Concert. LOvett
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Free.

Saturday

April 16

Weekend Softball Tournament. City
Park, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Kite Flying Contest. Cutchin Field,
noon $1.
Yola nda King Lecture. "The Challenge
to In~~ure the Future." Robert E.•Johnson
Theotn!, 5 p.m.

April1 7

Sunday

Wome n's Tennis. Home. Tenne::;see
State.
West Kentucky Dogwood Classic. Land
Beiween the Lakes, all day. Free
Lisa Cabaniss Junior Recital. Annex
Recital Hall, 2 p.m.
Tim Green and Ruth Ann Pogue
Senior/J unior Rt>cital. Farrell Recital
Hall, 3:30 p.m.

April18

Monday

Women's Tennis. Home. Tennessee
State
Sweat 30 Aerobics. Carr Health, 12:30
nnd 5:30 p.m.
Greek Week Information Day. Cutchin
Field, 3:6 p.m.
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AROUND CAMPUS
YOLANDA KING LECTURE

KITE FLYING CONTEST

Writer and actress Yolanda King,
t he olde:st daughter of civil rights
leader Dr Martin Luthet· King Jr.,
and Coretta Scotl King, will present
" The Challenge to Insure the
Future," on April 16 in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre at 5 p.m. King
serves as director of the Cultural Af·
fairs Program of The Martin Luther
King Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social
Change, the official national
memorial to Martin Luther King. In
this position she produces n variety of
artistic events celebrating the com·
mon humanity of people. Her lecture
is spon:sored by the Governor's
Minority Student College Prepara.
tion Program, the Office of Minority
Student Affairs and the University
Center Board. It is free and open to
the public.

The Organization of Murray Art
Students is sponsoring a Kite Flying
Contest on April 16 beginning at
noon on Cutchin Field. The contest is
open to the public and there will be a
$1 entry fee for each kite entered.
Contestants may enter a,<; many kites
as they wish. The deadline for entry is
1 p. rn on the day of the contest. Cash
prizes will be awarded to the best·
designed kite and the most original
kite. This is part of a Celebration of
the Earth campaign designed to get
people outdoors where they can ap·
preciate and enjoy nature. Con·
testants are urged to wear costumes
to the contest to enhance the festive
atmosphere. For more information
call the Clara M. Eagle Gallery at
762·3052.

Gallery.
Greek Week Community ServicefLet·
tt>r Day.
4-H Horse ,Judging. Expo Center, 9 a.m.
Transta r, Singing Booth. Rocking Chair
Lounge, Curri>1 Center, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Stre!ls Reduction Wo r kshop. 12:10 to
12:50 p.m. $18 fee. Locat1on to be announ('·
ed. Call 762-2716 for more information.
Movie: "Full Metal Jac ket." Curris
Cent.er Theater, $1·3:30, $1.25-7 and 9:30
p.m
"Business Applications of Multidime n·
s io n ul Spreads heets." Presentlltion by
Tony Oliver 402 Business Building, 3:15.

Coed Softb all. Intramual Complex, 4-7
p.m.
Stude nt Aerobics. Ca1T Heallh, 6:30
p.m.
Greek Week F r atern ity·Sor o ri ty
Dance. Cutchin Field, 7·10 p.m.

Tuesday

April19

Caprt>cia Buckingha m a nd Dia ne Mar·
tin Junior Recital. Annex Recital Hall,
6:45p.m.
Social Work mojora' l(l'Oup a d vising
session. 501 Faculty Hall, 3-8 p.m.
Greek Assembly. Lo'·ett Audiwrium, 7
p.m.
Unin rsity J azz Band. Curris Centel'
Ballroom, 8 p.m Free.

Wednesday

Thursday

April21

Di11t ribution for the 1988 Shie ld begin!!.
116 Wilson Hall.
No k, l no. Intervie ws. Procerss Engineer
posttlons. Times pre-scheduled in Place-

Aprll20

Mar!iha Harrifl Exhibit. Clara M. Eagle

STUDENT LOAN
INTERVIEWS
Students who borrowed from the
National Direct Student Loan, .i\urs·
ing Student Loan, Perkins Student
Loan or Guaranteed Student Loan
Program and who are graduating,
transferring, or leaving Murray State
and have not been contacted by the
Student Loan Office should call the
office to schedule an appointment for
their departure interview. The pw··
pose of this intt>rview is to acquaint
the borrower with the repayment
plan, obligations and provisions provided by the loan programs. To
schedule an interview, call the Stu·
dent Loan Office at 762-2669.

menl Office.
Self-Appraisal Inventories Wo r kshop,
''Different Strokes for D1fierent Folks."
12:10 to 12:50 p.m . $15. Location to be an.
nounced . Call 762-2716 for more
information.
Lacey Smith Lecture. Barkley Room ,
Curris Center, 2 p.m.
Alpha Gamma Rho Pa ul Bu nyan Day.
Alpha Gamma Rho hout;c
Eating Disorders Group. Counseling
and Testing Center, Ordway Hall, 3-4 p.m.
Call Eileen Portner at 762-6851 for
information.
Pre-physical Therapy Club meeting,
251 Blackburn, 6:30pm.
MSU Stage 2 Theate r Production.
"Juvie." 310 8 Wilson Hall, 7 p.m. $1,
"Loch Chauron" Band. Stables, 8 p.m.
University Wind En11emble.
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Free

WEEKLY SPECIALS!
Items and prices ln this ad effective
today thruAprll 19 in:

AD ITEM POLICY. Each ot these Items IS reQuired to bt' readily avallablt>for
If WE' do
run out of an advertiSed Item. we wm otli!r vou your cl'lolcl! of a com ·
par able Item when avallab 1ereflec tl ng the same savings or a llalncl'lectc
which will allow you to purchase the advertised Item at the advertised
prtce w ithin 30 davs Limit one vendor coupon per Item.

Murray

~IE' in eacn Kroger store t'xcept as specifically noted in tnlsad

Quantity rlgbt reeerved. None ao1d to
dealers. Copyright 1988. The Kroger Co.

Kroger Multl-Graln

Pepsi Free, Diet Pepel or

Sandwich
Bread
24oz.
loaf

59¢

Kroger Spr ead

Pimento
Cheese
14oz.
tub

Pepsi
Cola
2Uter
bottle

89

;.._..,

. t.Ssorted Flavors

Golden Flake

Potat~::,hips
7oz. bag

Red Label

Premium Large CaHfornia

Reelfoot
Hotdogs

Strawberries

$}09

qt.

89¢

99¢

12 oz.
pkg.

79¢

Reelfoot Red Label
BOLOGNA... 12 oz.

Sweet 'N Cr eamy

Cole
Slaw
pound

99¢

Kro&er F1avor Soft

Beans

4

for

$1

16 oz. C8D8

Grade 'A' W"JShbone

Wash.lneton State Ez:tra
Fancy Gold or Red

Dell-Fried
Chicken

Delicious
Apples

AVAIU\DLE 10 A .M . TIL 7 PM. OAILYI

Pork and
12
pieces
only

. 99¢

$599

INCLUDES: 3 DRUMSTICKS
•3 BREAST •3 niiGHS •3 WINGS

138Slze

Lovett
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Bel - Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel - Air Shopping Center

Slacks, Skirts. Sweaters.
Sportcoats and light Jackets
Suits (2 pc.)- $2.50
Vest-75¢
laundromat Hours:
7 a.m. -10 p.m.
Monday - Saturday

$1.50 each

Plain Dresses - $2.50
Long Coats - $2.50
Store Hours:
7 a.m. - 6 p .m.
Monday - Saturday

MURRAY GULF

0~

S.12th St.
753- 9164
Mechonlc on duty.
Mondoy- F..-idoy 8 o.m.- 5 p.m.
•FREE en.- wosh with fill- up. •

Special: Luge Bar-B-Q aDd Frlea only $2.19
Offer lood Apri118-23

.fllcJre ain'tfancy but sho fs goodfoodJ

Chestnut Street

'
Look out, Lendl!

Photo by ALLEN HILL

TOMAS HULT, a freshman from Uppsala, Sweden, returns the ball in a recent match. Hult Is t he
number five seed for Coach Bennie Purcell's conference leading team.

Squad splits
road matches Despite poor showing,
over weekend team retains optimism
By MARK YOUNG

By ANDREW HORSEY

Sports W!tler

Sports Writer

The women's tennis team
split two matches last
weekend in Jonesboro, Ark.,
losing to Southwest Missouri
State University 54 and then
defeating Arkansas State
University 9-0.

The men's golf team finish ·
"John needed to have a good
ed last in a field of 18 last round," Hewitt !"aid "He and
weekend in the Marshall Bud are capable of playing
University Intercollegiate with anybody."
Golf Tournament in Huntington, W. Va.
Although the Racers have
not played up to par this spring, Hewitt said he is still optimistic. "Our spring so far is
similar to last year," he said.
Although the Racers were "Everything can still come
without the services of Bud together·; golf is a strange
Ward, their number-one game."
player, coach Buddy Hewitt
Other players that played in
did not make any excuse~ for
the tournament were Chris
his team's performance.
Carlson, who shot a 239; John
"We have not played well Harp, who flred a 242; John
this 11pring,". he said. "When Hobby, who shot a 250; and
we're on, we can play with Jeff Wells, who fired a 251.
anybody. I can't put a finger
The Racers will compete in
on the problem."
the Kentucky Dam Village
Eagle Classic this weekend.
The Racers did improve 11
strokes from their last outing.
Hewitt said he hopes that
Jon Walker was the mo:st im· the Racers keep improving
proved golfer, firing a 54·hole with each tournament. "We
total of 228 including a two won't quit," he said.

WOMEN'S
lENNIS
In the Southwest Missouri
match, each team won three
singles' matches, but
Southwest Missouri took two
out of three in the doubles'
competition to win the
match. In the Arkansas Shrte
match, the Lady Racers won
easily 9-0.
Murray State will host Tennessee State University
Saturday m a crucial OVC
match and will host the
University of TennesseeMru·tin Sunday to close out
the regular season

GOLF

under par 70 on his final
round.
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Racers break records, perform well on road
Women earn six top finishes in Arkansas meet

Woodside wins discus, javelin

By JEFF BURDGE

By ANDREW HORSEY

Dianne Woodside a lso b1·oke
In the 1500 meters Mur·
a meet and stadium record with zynowski placed second with
39-9.5 in the triple jump. Tracy 4:44.90, and Kathy Miller was
Guard placed fourth in t he tri· fourth with 4:56.46.
ple jump with 36·9.5.
Dawn Woodside was fourth in
the shot put at 38-8, while
sister Dianne Woodside was
There were no team scores
third in the 100 meter hurdles
kept, but the Racers performed
with a time of 14.54, and fourth
well mdividually, breaking
in the long jump at 19·4.5.
several meet and stadium
records.
The Racers placed fourth in
Jackie Murzynowski set
the 400 meter relay with a time
another
meet
and
stadium
In the javelin, Ann Hines was
of 49.41.
first with a throw of 123-8.5, a record for the Racers with a
time
of
10:13
in
the
3000
meter.
meet record. She was followed
"We did fairly well last
by Dawn Woodside, who was She was followed by Kathy weekend, but we are getting
.:\fueller,
who
placed
second,
second.
with 10:26 and Jenny Ed- very tired," said head coach
monds,
who was fourth, with Margaret Simmons. "The girls
Amy Anderson set a new
need to push a little more, but
meet and stadium record in the 10:57.
it's hard when we have such a
high jump, clearing 5·8, while
long season."
Another first came in the
Nina Funderburk won the 800
The Lady Racers travel to
meter with a time of 2 minutes discus when Dawn Woodside
11.82 seconds to set another won with a throw of 127-6. Memph.i11 State University this
Hines placed third with 114-5. weekend for competition .
meet. and stadium record.
Sports Writer
The women's track team
traveled to Arkansas State
University last weekend to
compete in the Arkansas State
Pizza Inn ClaMic.

Wretlund- -- Continued from Page 23
to the players who have beaten
me,'' said Wretlund, who has
fallen out of the top 100 in col·
lege tennis.
Despite the gallant effort
Wretlund is displaying, coach
Purcell said he knows. that the
il\iuries have cost his star
player on the court.
"This spring he has been
either sick or hurt," Purcell
said. "However. he has chosen
to stay in the lineup and that
says a lot about what type of
person he ts."
This unselfish style of play
may be somewhat un characteristic for a Swedishborn player, since tennis is not
that team-oriented.
"It is more of a team concept
over here than it is over in
Sweden," Wretlund said.
Adjusting to the American
lifestyle and language has not
been difficult since English is
taught beginning in the third
grade in the Swedish school
system.
"It was not that bad since I've
been in America before," he
said. "Some guys from Sweden
were already here, and they
helped me out. The mtijor adjustment was getting used to
the lectures, but now it's not
bad."
As far as the future is concer ned, Wretlund is unsure.
"I might stay over here or I
might go back and work with
my mother," he said. "I won't
turn professional unless I am a
teaching pro at a country club.
"I have been here a while and
it is almost like home, "
Wretlund said. "It has been a
positive experience."

WOMEN'S
TRACK

RESERVE

well. ' 1They just overall had a
great meet," assistant coach
Sports Writer
Damon
Geiger said.
The men's track team ran in
the Fast Times Invitational
Other Racers that fared well
last weekend at Georgia Tech in the meet were Lee Golden,
University, continuing their who finished second in the 110
string of good meets.
meter high hurdles and in the
400 meter high hurdles; Steve
Whistler , who finished second
in the shot put; and Barry
Joe Woodside led the Racers, Knight, who finished second in
adding two first-place finishes the 3000 meter steeple chase.
and a school record to his
The team travels this Satur·
collection
day to Missouri to participate

TRACK

in the Florissant Valley Invita- .
tiona! track meet at St. Louis
Community College at Florissant Valley. The meet will be a
showdown against a group of
talented area community colThe Racers, who competed leges and Division II schools.
against Georgia Tech Universi·
"It should be a good meet for
ty, the University of Georgia,
South Alabama University and us," Geiger said. "We should do
Clarks University, performed really well."

Woodside won the discus with
a throw of 175 feet 1 inch,
breaking the school record by
six feet . Woodside also won the
javelin throw.

0 F F I C E R S' T R A I N I N' G C 0 R P S

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excuement and adVOI'Imre IS the ccwse descnp.
11011, and Army ROTC rs the nam•. !•s the ot\e col lege £:lect1Ve that b111lds your ,.~If-confidence,
develops your leadership potenual and helps you
take on the challenqes or command.
11\ere!;noob!JQdllOI\WitllyourjUllloryear,andthat
means there's no reason not to tty It out nght now

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAME.
For more Information contact : Cpt. John Klemenclc 762-4123
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Team keeps tradition, remains 'Breds
Media plays part
in name change
By MARSHALL SILLS
Sports Wnter

With one out in the seventh
inning and the bases loaded, the
score tied at four runs apiece,
with Murray State coming to
bat.
A deep fly ball is sent sceaming 350 feet over the centerfield
fence. Murray State has just
sealed another victory and the
crowd is going crazy.
But amidst all of the celebration and happiness, something
is wrong. Something does not
sound right, especially to a ru-st
time spectator at the game.
What is lhis "Way to go
Thoroughbreds'' stuff the crowd
is chanting?
Well, as it turns out, the
original nickname for the
baseball team at Murray State
was Thoroughbreds.
The nickname had served the
school well for many years until
there was a question pertaining
to the length of the name.

Photos by ROBIN COHOVEA

FIRST BASEMAN DAN MCNAMARA, a Junior from Mt. Vernon, Ind., awaits the throw as the UTM
runner crones the bag. Below, Rodney Metz, a sophomore from Longwood, Fla., takes a cut at a
fastball from the UTM pitcher.

mentor of the 'Breds for 30
years, the name has just stayed
The people who found dbJec- with baseball.
tion to the name was the media,
"It was the fia·st nickname for
who found it tough squeezing 13 Murray," said Reagan. "It was
letters into a headline. The ab- not until about 25 years ago
breviated version, 'Breds, did that the media had trouble with
not quite sound strong enough it (Thoroughbred) and the name
to make it in the " macho" world changed, but we have never
changed over."
of school nicknames.
Hmmmm. Now let's give this
The new and "improved'' -.:ersome
thought. What if we watsion, Racers, is what we contemporary students have come to ched basketball games at
know and love. The name Thoroughbred Arena? Or how
Racers seem to meet the stan· about if we ate at the Racea·
dards for a flashy and catchy Room inside the Curris Center.
nickname, and at the same It just doesn't sound right.
time, it is not an editor's
Oh, well. Whether it be
nightmare when it comes time Racers or Thoroughbreds, it's
to creating headlines.
still the same baseball team.
So what gives? Why does the
baseball team still use the
'Breds name?
Wen according to head coach
Johnny Reagan, who has }M,>en

Murray State University's
Graduate Program Today!

For more information contact: Dr. Willtam Payne,

Baseball----

The 'Breda onlv run came
from a sixth-inni~g homer by
Paul Alegre, a junior from
Longwood. Fla.
"We didn't do any hitting,"
coach Johnny Reagan said.
The 'Breds are 9·12 overall,
with a 6-6 Ohio Valley Con·
ference record. Alegre leads the
team in batting with a .385
average, and Golmont leads the
pitching with a 4-2 record.

University Center Board
Committee Chairman Positions
Open.
Currls Center Activities
Lecture
Film & Video
Minority Awareness
Coffeehouse

Applications may be picked up in the Sudent Activities Office,
first floor of the Curris Center. Applications are due noon,
Monday. Interviews will be conducted on Monday

Ask Department Chairman abou t a
Graduate Assistantship- but huny,
space ts llmited.
Coordinator, 324 Wells Hall. 762-3752

The weekend road trip was
not a total loss as the Racers
beat Austin Peay State University, 6-3; Morehead State
University, 9-0; and Eastern
Kentucky University, 8-1.
The Racers record stands ut
12-14 overall and 7-1 in conference. It will continue to be
tested with the last five matches on the road.
"After the loss to Tech, other
teams will be more confident
· against us," Purcell said . "In
the past, I think teams would
look over the net and see the
gold shirts and get a little ner·
vous. But now they know that
we can be beat."
Although much of the season
has yet to be played, Purcell
does not mind looking back at
the accomplishment.
''The streak is something that
the team, University and community should be proud of, and
I'd be surprised if it is ever top·
ped," he said.
This weekend the team will
travel to Ohio State University,
Youngstown State University
and the University of
Cincinnati.

ing 9-1.

Concerts
Production • Sound'
Ughts
MlssMSU
Publicity
Special Events

Check Into

Continued from Page 23

Continued from Page 23
Van Golmont. a senior from
Casselberry, Fla., and Grogan
each pitched well.
Wurth said the team has a
problem with consistency.
However, it has great potential
and pitching is coming around,
he said.
'fhe 'Breds traveled to
Nashville, Tenn., Tuesday to
meet the Vanderbilt Com ·
modores, but came up short, los-

And as long as they keep play·
ing as they have through the
years, it's doubtful that anyone
will mind if they dare to be jUBt
a little bit different from the
other sports teams on campus.

Mter Graduation
Then What?

Tenniss--- - -

Apply Now!

